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Abstract
With one in three New Zealanders experiencing a diagnosis of cancer during their
lifetime, the New Zealand (NZ) national health care system plays a pivotal role in
providing services to ensure optimal health outcomes for people diagnosed with this
disease.

In 2003 the NZ Cancer Control Strategy (NZCCS) set overall aims and

objectives for improving care and reducing inequalities, and as one of many programmes
driven by the strategy, the Cancer Nurse Coordinator Initiative (CNCI) was launched in
2013.

The aim of this initiative is to practically support individuals and targeted

populations who may otherwise experience barriers to accessing timely cancer care, and
to provide this support the Cancer Nurse Coordinator (CNC) role was created.
The CNC role is an advanced practice nursing specialty that is new to NZ, which
resulted in a level of confusion and uncertainty regarding the concept and components of
the role.
The objectives of this dissertation were to identify common key components associated
with care coordination services for cancer patients provided by nurses, and compare
these with the NZ CNCI. An integrative review of international literature was performed
to examine the topic. In order to best compare international practice to the NZ situation,
inclusion and exclusion criteria were created that were in line with the current parameters
of service for the CNCI; that is newly diagnosed adults with cancer, who were not
receiving palliative care.
Three synthesised findings were found, these focused on: the care given to the patient,
interactions with health professionals and the system surrounding the patient, and the
characteristics surrounding the role of the nurse. The findings from the integrative
review were examined further and compared to the 2015 evaluation of the NZ CNCI
programme. It was found that the key components of cancer care coordination as
demonstrated by the CNC of NZ correlate with those articulated in the international
literature for similar nursing roles.
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Glossary
Cancer nurse coordinator (CNC) – an advanced practice nursing role, which coordinates
aspects of the cancer care-trajectory at both an individual patient level, or when
advocating for patients who may experience barriers to care. A sub-specialty of the
clinical nurse specialist role.
Clinical nurse specialist (CNS) – an advanced practice nursing role, which specialises in
a specific health care area e.g. diabetes, oncology, palliative care.
District health board (DHB) – Responsible at a local level for health care governance
and provision of public services. DHBs are geographically divided into 20 regions
across the country.
Family/whānau – throughout this dissertation, when the word ‘family’ is used, this
should also be understood to denote the concept of ‘whānau’, that is, people considered
members of the patient’s extended family, regardless of blood or legal ties.
Faster cancer treatment (FCT) – a MOH programme, which aims to improve care for
cancer patients, specifically the time taken for diagnostics and commencement of
treatment. Measured via a health target.
FCT period – the faster cancer treatment period is from referral with a high suspicion of
cancer, through the diagnostic phase, until the diagnosis is confirmed and the patient
commences treatment.
Multidisciplinary meeting (MDM) - in the NZ cancer setting, this refers to a case
discussion meeting to agree on the best clinical management.
Patient or lay navigator – a person who helps patients navigate through the health
system. While skilled, usually not a registered health professional.

x

Chapter 1: Introduction and Background
1.1 Introduction
This chapter introduces the cancer nurse sub-speciality of the Cancer Nurse Coordinator
(CNC) role, providing definitions and historical background, positioning the New
Zealand (NZ) initiative within the context of its international origins and the NZ health
system.
1.1.1 Overview
It is estimated that one in three New Zealanders will be affected by cancer, and it is the
leading cause of death, accounting for 28.9% of all deaths in NZ (Ministry of Health
[MOH], 2015a).

Some New Zealanders experience inequalities when it comes to

accessing health care, including cancer services, which can negatively impact on their
outcomes of health (MOH, 2015a). The World Health Organisation (WHO) (2015)
reports that internationally health care is improving and people are living longer than
before, with a corresponding worldwide increase in the overall burden of cancer. In
order to effectively deliver cancer care that is equitable, many countries have
implemented care coordination programmes to address inequalities at an individual level,
and to also identify and remedy issues at population and system levels in the health care
pathway. NZ is part of this movement with the implementation of the Cancer Nurse
Coordination Initiative (CNCI) in 2013 (MOH, 2014a).
1.1.2 Cancer nurse coordinator role
A CNC is a specialty cancer nursing role that is at an advanced practice level held by an
experienced cancer nurse. This is a new sub-specialty of the Clinical Nurse Specialist
(CNS) designation established in NZ; however the concept is more prevalent
internationally where it is known by other titles such as nurse navigator and pivot nurse
(Cook et al., 2013; Oncology Nursing Society [ONS], 2013). There are differing models
of providing CNC care which focus on particular areas such as populations, tumour
streams, geographical regions and those which seek to review the cancer pathways
patients traverse in general. The CNC may be based in the hospital or community
setting. Universally, these nurses primarily work with complex patients at an individual
level to assist them through the cancer journey, but on a wider scale they identify and
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address processes within the system that are hindering pathway progression for all
patients (MOH, 2015b).
Since the concept of CNC was introduced last century, countries such as Australia,
Canada and the United States of America (USA) have developed programmes, albeit
with varying titles and patient populations (Yates, 2004). Internationally the CNC-type
role descriptions are unanimous in placing the patient at the centre of care, with the CNC
working in an advanced practice role, as seen in the position statements of Cancer Nurses
Society of Australia (CNSA) (2008) and Oncology Nursing Society (ONS) (2013).
Titles include case manager, pivot nurse, care coordinator, cancer navigator, as well as
the term that Australia and NZ have opted for of cancer nurse coordinator. Despite the
variety of titles, there appears to be an assumption that this coterie of specialty nurses are
caring for the same patient groups and have the same aims regarding care. If this is so,
then despite subtle variations in practice, there will be common key components across
the variety of care coordination programmes which identify the role as that of CNC.
Goodwin Sonola, Thiel, and Kodner believe that “successful approaches to care
coordination have highly context specific case histories, and models of care cannot
simply be transported ‘en bloc’ from one setting to another” (Goodwin, Sonola, Thiel, &
Kodner, 2013, p. 27), they go on to say understanding one’s own local context is the key
to learning lessons and successfully transferring approaches from other programmes of
care. The findings of this review have implications for local practice, as there are aspects
of international cancer nurse coordination programmes that NZ can learn from and apply
to the CNC programme implemented here. There is the additional benefit of articulating
the local CNC role in the cancer continuum, how this differs from other services, and the
aspects of the CNCI that contribute to fulfilling the NZCCS aim for NZ.
1.1.3 Personal statement
The topic of care coordination is particularly relevant to the author, as my role is that of a
CNC. When the initiative was first established few health professionals knew what the
role entailed, including many employed as a CNC, myself amongst these. Over the last
three years the initiative has developed and become embedded in cancer services,
maintaining the aim of decreasing barriers to accessing cancer care remaining as central
to the role. However, the methods used to achieve this differ between DHBs, and
indeed, individual CNC practice.

This has created difficulty in comprehensively
2

articulating the practice of this niche specialty, leading to the question of what are the
common key components of the CNC role.
1.1.4 Dissertation aim
The aim of this study was to explore key components associated with care coordination
services for cancer patients provided by registered nurses. The purpose of this review
was to examine international literature on care coordination services for cancer patients
with the specific objectives of:


Identifying the common key components associated with cancer care coordination
provided by nurses



Comparing the key components associated with cancer care coordination by nurses
internationally with the NZ CNCI

1.1.5 Dissertation structure
This dissertation is separated into four distinct chapters:
Chapter one introduces the role of CNC and frames the aim of this dissertation.
Background literature defining the concept of the role of CNC, its international origins
and the local context are reviewed.
Chapter two consists of the methodology and research methods used to amass, assess
and review the literature.
Chapter three describes the outcomes of applying the methods outlined in chapter two.
This includes describing the three findings that emerge, with illustrations from the
literature.
Chapter four discusses the research findings, including the strengths, limitations and
implications for practice, and the significance of these.
1.2 Background
To better understand the topic, the following clarifies definitions and nomenclature used
to discuss the topic of cancer nurse coordination. The history and international context
of coordination of the care for people with cancer is introduced, leading to the NZ
context: including the NZ cancer control strategy, early coordination initiatives, and the
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current cancer care improvement initiative, which encompasses the NZCNCI are
introduced.
1.2.1 Definitions
Care coordination is present not only in the cancer service arena; the concept is also used
in a variety of other health conditions, notably those of long-term chronic conditions,
such as diabetes and cardiovascular health (Goodwin et al., 2013), as can be seen in the
following definition from the United Kingdom (UK) which states:
Care coordination: is a person-centred, assessment-based, interdisciplinary
approach to integrating health care and social support services in a cost–effective
manner in which an individual’s needs and preferences are assessed, a
comprehensive care plan is developed, and services are managed and monitored
by an evidence-based process which typically involved a designated lead care
coordinator (National Coalition on Care Coordination 2001, cited in (Goodwin et
al., 2013, p. 1).
The following is a definition from the USA, where the concept of CNC had its origins,
albeit with the alternate title of navigator:
Oncology nurse navigator (ONN): is a professional registered nurse with
oncology-specific clinical knowledge who offers individualised assistance to
patients, families, and caregivers to help overcome healthcare system barriers.
Using the nursing process, an ONN provides education and resources to facilitate
informed decision making and timely access to quality health and psychosocial
care throughout all phases of the cancer continuum (ONS, 2013, p. 6).
To put the USA experience in context, lay navigators are also extensively utilised in the
oncology setting, as described here:
Lay navigator: a trained nonprofessional or volunteer who provides
individualised assistance to patients, families, and caregivers to help overcome
healthcare system barriers and facilitate timely access to quality health and
psychosocial care from pre-diagnosis through all phases of the cancer experience
(ONS, 2013, p. 6).
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Acknowledging that there are differing concepts of navigation, the Canadian Partnership
Against Cancer (CPAC) lists four modes of navigation:
Professional navigation: the navigator is a health care professional with oncology
expertise and experience.
Peer or lay navigation: peer navigators usually have had a cancer experience as a
survivor or caregiver, while lay navigators may not have had direct experience
with cancer.

Peer and lay navigators are trained and generally work as

volunteers, though they can be paid.
Online (self or virtual) navigation: an individual and/or family members take it
upon themselves to find information and services they need, often within the
emerging arena of virtual navigation tools and online resources.
System-based navigation: the goal is to redesign cancer care procedures and
pathways to decrease delays and increase efficiency (Cancer Journey Portfolio,
2012, pp. 5-6).
For the purposes of this dissertation, the mode of navigation being discussed is
professional navigation provided by a registered nurse.
1.2.1.1 Nomenclature
Internationally, there are a variety of titles used for the role of CNC, the following lists
the title and abbreviations used, found within the literature:
CCC

Cancer Care Coordinator (Australia)

CNN

Cancer Nurse Navigator (USA)

CNC

Cancer Nurse Coordinator (NZ, and some areas of Australia)

CPN

Canadian Professional Navigator (Nova Scotia, Canada)

Interlink

Community-based cancer nurse coordinator (Canada)

NCCC

Nurse Cancer Care Coordinator (Australia)

ONN

Oncology Nurse Navigator (USA)

OPN

Oncology Patient-Navigator Nurse (Canada)
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PNO

Pivot Nurse in Oncology (Quebec, Canada)

1.2.2 History
The origins of cancer nurse coordination began in 1990 with a patient navigation
programme at Harlem Hospital Centre in New York City for patients with breast cancer
(Freeman & Rodriguez, 2011). This programme was pioneered by Dr Harold Freeman,
who has become a prominent voice advocating for care coordination programmes for
cancer patients. Through what is now known as The Harlem Breast Cancer Experience,
Freeman chronicled an improvement in five-year cancer survival rates from 39% to 70%
with increased access to screening and patient navigation programs which addressed
issues presented by lack of health insurance, fear and distrust of the medical community,
and cultural and communication barriers (ONS, 2013). Since then patient navigation has
evolved as a strategy to improve outcomes in vulnerable populations by eliminating
barriers to diagnosis and treatment of cancer (Freeman & Rodriguez, 2011). Freeman’s
Harlem programme utilised lay, or patient, navigators – people who are trained nonprofessionals that are familiar with the system patients’ experience. Since Freeman’s
initial programme, cancer navigation has expanded outside the USA, with the role now
frequently being held by professionals such as social workers and registered nurses.
1.2.3 International context
The following is a summary of CNC-type roles in the countries of the USA, Canada,
Australia and the United Kingdom (UK).
The USA has led the way in the area of cancer care coordination, or as it is
conventionally termed in the USA, navigation. However, the USA has a health service
based on an insurance-pays model, which is both financed and structured in a radically
different and more complex manner to NZ. Due to having a primarily insurance-based
health care service, a key component of cancer navigation, indeed of all health
navigation for patients of the USA is dealing with barriers created by a fragmented
health care system, searching for the best health-care options available for the insurance
individual patients have (Espaza, 2013). Overcoming barriers to care prompted the first
pioneering patient navigation programmes using non-professional lay people, and some
programmes continue in this direction by utilising social workers within navigation
services. Espaza (Espaza, 2013) reports leading barriers to care in the USA include:
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cultural (beliefs and behaviours toward cancer), socioeconomic (insurance coverage, lack
of money) and social issues (childcare, lack of support).
While early cancer patient navigation programmes in the USA in the 1990’s utilised lay
navigators, it took until the early 2000’s for nurse navigator programmes to become
established (Cantril & Haylock, 2013). Patient navigation is seen as integral to cancer
health services in the USA, this is evidenced by the American College of Surgeons
(2012) who have set the standard that cancer programmes should have a patient
navigation process.

However, in acknowledgement of the wide range of cancer

providers and navigation programmes, the qualification of the navigator is not specified,
therefore this role may also be filled by a non-professional lay navigator.
The concept of care coordination migrated north to Canada a short time following the
ground-breaking work by Harold Freeman. Pivot Nurses in Oncology (PNOs) were
piloted in Quebec in the early 2000’s and were rolled out province-wide in 2005, and
Cancer Patient Navigators (CPNs) were created in Nova Scotia in 2001 (Fillion et al.,
2011).
While the Canadian strategy for cancer control holds coordination of care as an
important tenant, placing this responsibility with all health professionals, both those
hospital and community based, it does not describe the degree of this responsibility
(Thorne & Truant, 2010). Canadian health services have promoted the role of nurses
who function as cancer nurse coordinators, however, this has been managed at the local
level by each regional health area and is not federally mandated, leaving room for
significant variation in the role of each cancer care coordinator (Thorne & Truant, 2010).
Following Canada, the Australian CNCI was implemented during the early 2000’s. With
Australia being similar to NZ in terms of health services and culture, NZ health
professionals and organisations have followed the development of the Australian
programme with great interest. While in NZ the CNCI rollout was national, in Australia
each state initiated cancer nurse coordination with minor variations in role scope and
within different timeframes (Nutt & Hungerford, 2010). Arguably, the most successful
roll-out occurred in Western Australia, where coordinators are unified in job title and
role description (Yates, 2004). This is largely facilitated by the bulk of the population
and health services being clustered in and around the main city of Perth.
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At first glance it does not appear that the UK has embraced cancer nurse coordination
compared to other countries, however the literature demonstrates that nurses within
oncology and the overarching cancer health care system view this function as part of the
CNS role (Griffiths, Simon, Richardson, & Corner, 2013; Independant Cancer Taskforce,
2015). Care coordination of cancer patients is part of the National Health Service (NHS)
cancer control strategy, but the presence of specialty nurses who fulfil this function is
less obvious, as ensuring coordination is seen as part of all clinicians’ roles. In contrast
to countries such as the USA and Canada who have nurses that are named specialists in
care coordination for cancer patients, in the UK, care coordination is viewed as a minor
facet within the role of the oncology-related CNSs, who predominantly practice within a
tumour-streamed area of specialty, such as Breast Care Nurses.
1.2.4 NZ context
Evolving from the aims in the NZ Cancer Control Strategy (NZCCS), the concept of the
CNCI gradually came into focus with the development of the cancer work programme,
which is reviewed on a yearly basis. Beginning in 2010, the cancer work programme
introduced the Faster Cancer Treatment (FCT) plan, and it is nestled within this plan that
the CNCI was born (MOH, 2014a). The NZ CNCI is the practical patient-direct result of
a desire to improve the cancer outcomes for the people of NZ.
1.2.4.1 Cancer statistics
With an ageing population due to people living longer, in line with worldwide trends, the
burden of cancer in NZ is increasing. This increase includes the disparities between
populations, which is particularly noticeable in the Pacific Island and Māori populations
(MOH, 2014b). Health inequalities are shown to exist between socioeconomic groups,
ethnic groups, males and females, and people living in particular geographical areas
(MOH, 2014b). Māori and Pacific Islanders are more affected than non-Māori, both in
rates of developing cancer and resulting mortality. NZ spends $511 million in the realm
of cancer care per year, out of a limited health budget that seeks to provide for all (MOH,
2011). Strategies, plans and initiatives all have the dual intent to both improve health
while remaining fiscally responsible.
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1.2.4.2 Cancer control strategy
The NZCCS was published in 2003 (MOH, 2003), amongst a time of great productivity
for the MOH; it was during this era that several direction-setting health strategies were
developed, including Māori Health (MOH, 2002), Primary Health Care (MOH, 2001)
and a national NZ Health Strategy (MOH, 2000). NZ was not alone in creating a cancer
control strategy; this was in the context of a global movement, led by the World Health
Organisation (WHO) (2002), which saw countries worldwide developing national
strategies on how they would tackle the growing numbers of people living with cancer
and the subsequent consequences at a systemic level.
In NZ, the NZCCS is the underpinning document for cancer care activity (2003). It has
set the overarching strategic direction across the cancer spectrum from prevention,
screening, diagnosis and treatment through to palliative care. The effects of this strategy
are demonstrated by the influence it has on the development and implementation of
comprehensive and coordinated programmes for cancer control within NZ. The strategy
has two distinct purposes, and these aspects remain a clear central feature of the work
plans and programmes in practice today.
The stated purposes of the NZCCS (MOH, 2003, p. 1) are:
•

to reduce the incidence and impact of cancer

•

to reduce inequalities with respect to cancer

The strategy outlined plans for identifying priorities for action and planning, and then
defining processes to manage, monitor and review. From there the MOH developed the
NZCCS Action Plan 2005 – 2010 (2005), which was recently updated in 2014 (2014a).
Since 2008 yearly work plans have been developed to clearly outline specific actions that
need to be taken at the levels of government, the four regional cancer networks and
individual District Health Boards (DHBs) (MOH, 2014c). Each of these subsequent
documents aligns with the goals of the strategy and the main principle of reducing the
burden of cancer.
1.2.4.3 Early initiatives
While cancer nurse coordination is a relatively young concept in the NZ health care
landscape, the concept of ‘cancer navigation’ is not unknown and had been mooted many
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years prior to this (Health Outcomes International, 2011b).

A lay-person cancer

navigator pilot based in three community Primary Healthcare Organisations (PHOs) was
trialled during the early 2000’s. However, due to a lack of evidence supporting the costeffectiveness of the pilot, the project transitioned to a chronic health care navigation
model, which largely excludes many cancer patients who are receiving comparably
short-term care during cancer treatment (Health Outcomes International, 2011a).
1.2.4.4 Faster cancer treatment
Since the National Cancer Plan of 2008 (MOH, 2014a), targets were introduced to drive
service provision to improve access, equality and timeliness of cancer care for all
(Appendix A). The original ‘shorter waits for cancer treatment’ target was 100% of
patients waiting less than four weeks for oncology treatment (radiotherapy or
chemotherapy, excluding surgery). By 2012 this target was being met and it was time to
set a higher standard, which came with the FCT programme. Under the auspices of this
programme the CNCI was launched in 2013, to support the target of achieving faster
cancer treatment (MOH, 2015b) (Appendix B).
1.2.4.5 Cancer nurse coordinator initiative
The introduction of the CNC role into NZ remains directly connected to the original
principles of the NZCCS, which emphasises equity of outcomes for all.

This

acknowledges that some patients have more complex cancer trajectories than others, that
achieving equity of outcome is different from equality of care, with some patients
requiring additional inputs to achieve acceptable outcomes (MOH, 2003). For this
reason, the CNCI particularly targets complex patients, either on an individual level or as
a group, who have the potential to experience barriers during cancer care that are
detrimental to desired outcomes. On an individual level this refers to patients who score
highly in regards to complexity of illness, treatment and psychosocial aspects. On a
population basis this is patients’ who fare worse in cancer statistics; Māori, Pacific
Islanders, those with particular cancers, and those living in isolated geographical areas
(MOH, 2015b).
There is variation in CNCI models adopted across DHBs to meet differing population
needs within cancer care pathways and to strengthen and integrate with the existing
cancer workforce (MOH, 2015c). The most recent evaluation of the CNCI provides the
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following outline of service within NZ (MOH, 2015c): currently, there are three CNCI
models of care: generalist, tumour stream and population. In total, there are 71 nurses
involved in the CNCI across the 20 DHBs, with the MOH funding 40 FTE of this. Ten
DHBs have adopted a tumour stream approach; two of these DHBs also have populationfocused roles targeting Māori, Pacific Island and Asian patients. The other ten DHBs
have adopted a generalist approach where CNCs focus on care coordination for all
cancer patients in the region. This approach tends to be in the smaller DHBS, where
CNCs have a strong focus on patients entering the cancer pathway.
The CNCI does not cover all tumour stream pathways across all DHBs, while some
larger DHBs have adopted a ‘whole of systems’ approach, (which includes collaboration
with other nurses in the cancer pathway); a cross-section of DHBs have chosen to target
tumour streams where patients are experiencing the greatest barriers to care and have
focused CNC efforts there.
1.2.5 International comparison
There are a number of key differences between the CNCI in NZ and comparable
programmes running internationally. The majority of these differences can be explained
by variations in health service provision, notably the USA. With health care in the USA
funded from a variety of sources, including insurance, government, non-government and
self-funded; this fragmentation affects individuals’ abilities to navigate through the
health care system, resulting in major barriers to care for many people with cancer
(Espaza, 2013; Freeman & Rodriguez, 2011).
Leaving aside differences related to health system provision and funding, the main points
of difference between the CNCI in NZ and international programmes are: the nationwide coverage, the association with a strategic health target, and the short time frame in
which the initiative was implemented.
Nationwide coverage
The MOH launched the CNCI with funding specifications, job description outlines and
parameters for mandated roles. Distributed on a pro-rata population based funding
scheme, with at least 1.0FTE in each DHB, CNCs are spread evenly throughout the
country.

Every patient in NZ who is receiving public cancer care is eligible for
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assessment to determine if they require the extra support of a CNC (MOH, 2014d). The
Australian development of CNC-type programmes were on a state-by-state basis, which
is similar to the Canadian experience; with both Australia and Canada devolving
programme implementation to local health authorities (Cantril & Haylock, 2013).
Health target association
While each CNC is directly employed by individual DHBs, the mandate for the role,
implementation and evaluation thereof, is derived from the MOH’s FCT programme.
The FCT programme has a primary target for cancer treatment commencing within 62
days of referral from a GP with a high suspicion of cancer (HSCan), and a secondary
target of treatment starting within 31 days of the decision to treat being made between
the treating consultant and patient (MOH, 2014a). While most CNC programmes focus
on particular populations, such as Freeman’s original Harlem project mandate to improve
the care of poor black women with breast cancer (Freeman & Rodriguez, 2011), no other
CNC programme internationally is linked to a strategic health target.
Time frame
Individual CNC role recruitment was devolved to the each individual employing DHB.
Once funding was made available, it was anticipated that recruitment would occur
forthwith, although in real time it took a little over a year for all CNC positions across
the country to be filled. The tight timeframe between announcement of the initiative,
and the opening of nationwide recruitment helped to encourage a consistency of service
provision by CNCs across the country.
During implementation, the strategy of recruiting 40FTE for a specialist nursing role in a
country the size of NZ meant that some areas struggled to recruit. This was particularly
noted in regional areas, where some staff moving into the CNC roles then created
vacancies in other oncology nursing roles that were difficult to fill.
1.3 Summary
CNC programmes are a recently delineated subspecialty of cancer nursing. When first
created, the programmes began with specific populations of focus, such as the Harlem
Breast Cancer Project, but in recent years the role is developing into an integral part of
cancer health care services provided by nurses. This can particularly be seen with the
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national coverage of the CNC-type programmes in Australia, Canada, the USA and most
recently the programme launched here in NZ in 2013. The NZ CNCI has key differences
from other programmes in that it universally covers the country, was implemented within
a tight timeframe and is tagged to specific health targets. The aim of this dissertation
was to find the common key components of care coordination that CNCs provide to
patients internationally, with a secondary objective of evaluating the unique local CNC
service against this bench mark.
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Chapter 2: Methodology and methods
2.1 Overview
In order to fully investigate the key components that are commonly found in nurse-led
cancer care coordination programmes, an integrative review of the literature was
performed. Many components of nursing care for cancer patients can be hard to quantify
and are subjective in nature. However by looking at qualitative, quantitative and opinion
piece literature, a richer understanding can be gained of the phenomena in both a
practical and meaningful way. Different countries, and indeed different coordination
programmes, have implemented the concept of care coordination provided by nurses to
people with cancer in varying manners. It is these sometimes subtle differences in
practice that the method of an integrative review is able to fully explore. By including
diverse forms of evidence from different modes of research, mixed-methods reviews
attempt to maximise the findings – and establish the ability of those findings to inform
policy and practice (The Joanna Briggs Institute [JBI], 2014a). The following is a
description of the methods used to develop the research question further, the search
strategy followed for uncovering literature, the systematic quality appraisal and data
extraction techniques applied and an explanation of the processes utilised for data
synthesis.
2.2 Methodology
The types of studies identified during the preliminary literature search were of mixed
methodology, therefore an integrative mixed methods review was assessed to be the best
method for investigating the research question. Other types of review, such systematic,
were considered, but the author felt neither would do justice to the full breadth of the
topic.
Narrative reviews provide a largely subjective review of the topic, relying on the
authors’ knowledge and selectively chosen literature.

While this is suitable for

providing background to or introducing a topic, it does not provide a readily
reproducible methodology to replicate, nor does it analyse the findings (Aromataris &
Pearson, 2014).

This leaves narrative reviews highly dependent on the skill,

knowledge and bias of the author, and was the method behind the writing of the
background chapter for this dissertation.
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Systematic reviews aim to provide a comprehensive and unbiased synthesis of the best
available evidence using rigorous and transparent methods (Aromataris & Pearson,
2014). They are more thorough than narrative reviews and follow a strict standardised
methodology which gives replicable results that have been appraised, thereby reducing
the risk of subjective interpretation and ‘chance’.

Systematic reviews can be

undertaken on both qualitative and quantitative studies, with the highest level of
evidence coming from the systematic review of multiple randomised controlled trials
(RCT) (JBI, 2014b).
However, a key characteristic of systematic reviews is the evaluation of a single type of
methodology per review often resulting in the investigation of a particular angle of the
topic that is able to be evaluated as a result of the research methodology design chosen
and therefore, may omit a greater range of perspectives that come from other
methodologies (Aromataris & Pearson, 2014). Given the time constraints for this
review and the desire for a range of methodological perspectives, this approach was
rejected.
The use of an integrative review allows for the inclusion of a range of sources, such as
qualitative and quantitative research data, expert opinion and grey literature
(Whittemore & Knafl, 2005). This is important in order to look at the topic in a
comprehensive manner, which takes into account the variety of ways that the
intervention of care coordination for people with cancer and provided by nurses can be
measured. The work of nurses is multi-dimensional, and can be difficult to neatly
measure using one research approach alone. Measuring the care given to people with
cancer can be equally problematic, as it entails measuring the deft mixture of both
practical clinical tasks combined with psychosocial supportive care. Complicating this
measurement is that the ratio of task to supportive care varies for each individual
patient, as well as at each individual care point in time. Therefore, an integrative
mixed methods review is the most appropriate method to investigate the common key
components of cancer care coordination provided by nurses.
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2.3 Refining the research question and criteria
2.3.1 Aim
The aim of this study was to explore common key components associated with care
coordination services for cancer patients provided by nurses.
2.3.2 Objectives
The objective of the review was focusing on examining international literature on care
coordination services for cancer patients with the specific objectives of:


Identifying the common key components associated with cancer care
coordination provided by nurses



Comparing the common key components associated with cancer care
coordination by nurses internationally with the NZ CNCI

2.3.3 PICo
The mnemonic PICo (population, phenomena of interest, context) has been used to
develop the question for study as shown in Table 1. Mnemonics guide the structuring
and clarifying the conduct of a review, with the PICo mnemonic primarily used for
qualitative reviews (JBI, 2015). This mnemonic was chosen for this integrative review
as it was exploring the meaning of a phenomenon of interest, which is subjective for the
person experiencing/delivering it.
Table 1: PICo mnemonic
Population

Adult cancer patients

Phenomena of Interest

Care coordination programmes

Context

Provided by registered nurses

2.3.4 Inclusion/exclusion criteria
In order that the literature would be relevant to the NZ scenario, the criteria matched that
of the CNCI: that is, care is provided by registered nurses, for adults with cancer, who
are undergoing initial diagnosis and treatment for cancer.
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Inclusion


Studies examining care coordination



Care must be provided by a registered nurse



Studies concerning adult cancer patients aged 18 years and over



Published literature between 2005-2015



English publications, as the time frame for this study prohibited translation of
other languages



Include qualitative and quantitative studies



Include position statements and expert opinion

Exclusion:


Coordination not provided by nurses e.g. provided by lay people or social
workers



Cancer patients under 18 years old



Palliative care coordination programmes



Screening, survivorship or post-treatment programmes



Economic reviews of service

2.4 Search strategy
A robust search strategy is one that, when replicated, would obtain similar results.
Detailed parameters for the search strategy identify relevant literature, however, if the
search is too narrow it often yields few in number and may miss quality articles that use
alternative terms to discuss the same subject matter. In comparison a wide search
strategy may uncover a larger range of articles, yet this can produce a greater number to
appraise and a higher percentage of the literature may be slightly off topic and therefore
excluded from the review (Porritt, Gomersall, & Lockwood, 2014). Regardless of the
number of articles identified, a clear search strategy is vital to ensure the transparency
and reproducibility of this part of the process.
The search strategy was undertaken using the PRISMA guidelines from Moher, Liberati,
Tetzlaff, Altman, and Prisma Group (2009), which entailed a four step approach:
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1. Identification - of potential articles using the search process outlined below of
database and reference list searches. This includes listing the databases searched,
along with the key words, date and number of articles listed.
2. Screening - of abstracts collected from the database and reference list searches to
remove duplicates and assess if the articles are on topic, and therefore whether to
locate the full text article.
3. Eligibility - assessment of retrieved full text articles to see if they meet
inclusion/exclusion criteria, articles excluded at this time are listed including the
reason(s) for exclusion.
4. Included articles – following the above steps, the included full text articles are
listed, and grouped into qualitative, quantitative, or opinion articles ready for the
next step of quality appraisal.
2.4.1 Identification
The search strategy utilised here was adapted from Aromataris and Riitano (2014), aimed
to find both published and unpublished studies, involving three-steps:
1. An initial limited search of the ProQuest Central database was undertaken using
common phrases from the author’s knowledge of the topic, followed by an
analysis of the keywords contained in the titles and abstracts, and of the index
terms used to describe the articles found. This started a logic grid for expanded
searches.
2. The second step entailed multiple searches using identified keywords and index
terms from the logic grid, undertaken across major medical/nursing databases.
3. Thirdly, the reference list of all identified reports and articles were hand searched
for additional relevant studies.
While developing the research question, and prior to the formal search, an exploration of
the Cochrane and JBI databases was undertaken to ascertain if the same or a similar
research review had previously been undertaken. This uncovered two related articles,
both of which were qualitative reviews of literature. The first article from the Cochrane
library by Aubin et al. (2012) looked at continuity of care provision from a variety of
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providers. The second article from the JBI library was a systematic review by Tan,
Wilson, and McConigley (2015), which explored the experience of cancer patients in a
patient navigation programme. Neither review aimed to examine the key components of
the care coordination provided, however, the articles proved to be excellent introductory
literature providing further background reading and a source of additional references
related to the topic.
Step 1 - Logic Grid
The following logic grid in Table 2 was constructed from the key words and index terms
of relevant articles, enabling the development of comprehensive searches for literature
that used wider and alternate terms when discussing the topic.
Table 2: Logic grid
Population

Intervention/Phenomena Context

Outcomes

Cancer

Care coordination

Nurse

Key components

Malignancy

Case management

Cancer nurse

Characteristics

Neoplasm

Coordination

Nurse coordinator Competencies

Oncology

Navigation

Nurse navigator

Components

Oncology nurse

Interventions

Pivot nurse

Role

Registered nurse

Tasks

Terms from the logic grid were formulated into a search string, as seen in Table 3:
Table 3: Search string
Cancer OR Malignancy OR Neoplasm OR Oncology
AND

Care coordinat* OR Case management OR Coordinat* OR Navigat*

AND

Nurse OR Cancer nurse OR Nurse coordinat* OR Nurse navigat* OR
Oncolog* nurse OR Pivot nurse OR Registered nurse

AND

Key component OR Characteristic OR Competenc* OR Component OR
Intervention OR Role OR Task

NOT

Palliative OR Child* OR Pe?diatric

Limits

English language, published 2005-2015, Journal Article, Full text
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available

Step 2 - Databases searched
Numerous searches were undertaken as the logic grid of search terms evolved, and the
author sought librarian and other expert advice on search string construction and
performing refined searches. See Appendix C for an example of a report from a database
search. While some database searches were simple and straightforward, other databases
held larger numbers of articles on similar topics, requiring strict application of the
inclusion/exclusion criteria and greater discretion to ensure the literature was relevant.
The databases searched included – CINAHL, Embase, Medline, Ovid, ProQuest Central,
PsychInfo, PubMed and SCOPUS. See Appendix D for the list of databases, search
strings and results.
Step 3 - Grey searching
In addition to searching using key words, the ‘find similar’, ‘cited by’, and other
electronic cross-referencing search functions within each database were utilised to
discover further literature related to the topic that were excluded during straight logic
grid searching. The reference lists of the articles selected for review were explored for
additional articles that may have been overlooked during the extensive database
searches. Additionally, the reference lists of literature used in the background and
discussion chapters were reviewed for potentially relevant articles. Finally, searches of
the Canadian Oncology Nursing Journal, Cancer, Oncology Nursing Forum, and Journal
of Clinical Oncology e-journals available via the Otago University online library were
undertaken to elicit articles which used outlying reference terms or were published after
the search commenced, and were therefore missed. However, this last search for grey
literature resulted in no new relevant articles.
2.4.2 Screening
Abstracts collected from the database and reference list searches were screened to
remove duplicates and assess if the articles were appropriately on topic. Articles were
excluded if the subject included palliative or end-of-life care, children, survivorship,
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screening and post-treatment care. These particular aspects were exclusion criteria in
order to compile a body of literature that is comparative to the CNC experience in NZ.
The remit of the NZ CNCI covers patients who are in the FCT period: that is adults
referred from a GP with a high suspicion of a cancer (HSCan) through the diagnostic
phase, until the patient commences treatment, opts for surveillance or palliative care, or
is found not to have cancer. Additionally, articles were excluded if they were not
published in a peer-reviewed journal. These limits culled a large proportion of articles,
leaving 24 full text articles to be assessed.
2.4.3 Eligibility
The full text of all 24 articles selected were able to be retrieved for assessment according
to the inclusion/exclusion criteria. The six articles excluded at this time are listed,
including the reason(s) for exclusion in Appendix E. The primary reason most articles
were excluded was due to the coordinators/navigators included in the studies being lay
people and not nurses, and therefore did not meet the criteria for this review.
2.5 Quality appraisal
Quality appraisal is the critical review of articles to assess the validity of
recommendations, and identify strengths and weaknesses (Porritt et al., 2014). For
quantitative literature this is the identification of bias, that is internal and external
validity; and for qualitative literature this is identifying the rigor of the research process,
that is reliability and validity (Porritt et al., 2014). The process methodically evaluates
the literature identified in the search strategy to ascertain if the strength of the data is of
sufficient quality for extraction in the following step.
After assessing the articles according to the inclusion and exclusion criteria, 18 articles
remained to commence the quality appraisal process. Articles selected for retrieval were
firstly assessed by the author and secondly by an independent reviewer for
methodological rigor prior to inclusion in the review using standardised critical appraisal
instruments in paper format from JBI. Any disagreements that arose between the author
and reviewer were resolved through discussion, or with a third reviewer. These tools
included Qualitative Assessment and Review Instrument (QARI), Meta-Analysis of
Statistics Assessment and Review Instruments (MAStARI) and Narrative, Opinion and
Text Assessment and Review Instrument (NOTARI) (JBI, 2015) (Appendix F). One
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article failed to meet the criteria by scoring below 70% using the quality appraisal JBI
tools and was excluded from the review (Appendix E).
2.6 Data extraction
Key data from the literature was extracted using standardised data extraction tools, the
utilisation of validated tools minimises bias and reduces error (Munn, Tufanaru, &
Aromataris, 2014). This enables data from articles that may be written in different styles
and using different research methods to be objectively compared. The identification of
common findings leading to clear data synthesis is then possible.
Quantitative data was harvested from the 17 remaining articles selected for review using
tools based on the standardised data extraction tools QARI, MAStARI and NOTARI
from JBI (Appendix G).

The data extracted included specific details about the

interventions, populations, study methods and outcomes of significance to the review
question and specific objectives.
The results and authors conclusions relating to the research question of this dissertation
were assessed, and the articles were graded according to JBI levels of evidence,
meaningfulness and credibility, with level one being the highest level and five the
lowest, (see Table 4a, b, c for these). Completed data extraction forms can be found in
Appendix H.
Table 4a: Levels of Evidence for Effectiveness (Quantitative)
Level 1

Experimental designs
1a - Systematic review of Randomized Controlled Trials (RCTs)
1b - Systematic review of RCTs and other study designs
1c - RCT
1d - Pseudo-RCTs

Level 2

Quasi-experimental Designs
2a - Systematic review of quasi-experimental studies
2b - Systematic review of quasi-experimental and other lower study designs
2c - Quasi-experimental prospectively controlled study
2d - Pre-test – post-test or historic/retrospective control group study

Level 3

Observational – Analytic Designs
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3.a – Systematic review of comparable cohort studies
3.b – Systematic review of comparable cohort and other lower study designs
3.c – Cohort study with control group
3.d – Case – controlled study
3.e – Observational study without a control group
Level 4

Observational –Descriptive Studies
4.a – Systematic review of descriptive studies
4.b – Cross-sectional study
4.c – Case series
4.d – Case study

Level 5

Expert Opinion and Bench Research
5.a – Systematic review of expert opinion
5.b – Expert consensus
5.c – Bench research/ single expert opinion

(JBI, 2014b)
Table 4b: Levels of Evidence for Meaningfulness (Qualitative)
Level 1

Qualitative or mixed-methods systematic review

Level 2

Qualitative or mixed-methods synthesis

Level 3

Single qualitative study

Level 4

Systematic review of expert opinion

Level 5

Expert opinion

(JBI, 2014b)
Table 4c: Levels of credibility
Level

Findings

Unequivocal

Findings accompanied by an illustration that is beyond reasonable
doubt and therefore not open to challenge

Credible

Findings accompanied by an illustration lacking clear association with
it and therefore open to challenge

Unsupported

Findings not supported by data
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(JBI, 2015, p. 40)
2.7 Data synthesis
Data synthesis is the collation of the findings gathered during the data extraction process
into a meaningful form, in this instance, a narrative summary (Munn, Tufanaru, &
Aromataris, 2014). Due to the methodological heterogeneity of the literature, metaanalysis of the quantitative information was not appropriate; therefore, qualitative,
quantitative and textual quality appraisal tools were applied to the respective articles,
followed by using a narrative summary. Narrative summary is the written expression of
data; and is often used when the heterogeneity of included studies is high (that is, studies
are dissimilar in terms of patients, methods, or data) (Munn et al., 2014). While the
literature gathered for this review was from a variety of methodological perspectives, it
was focussed on the same outcomes, which in turn leads to the synthesis of the data
through identification of common themes using thematic analysis.
Following the JBI mixed methods review framework, a Bayesian approach to combining
literature from different methods was used, this involved attributing a qualitative
description code to all data; quantitative, qualitative and opinion (JBI, 2014a). The
synthesis of the resulting description codes generated common themes, which were
subjected to further thematic grouping in order to produce a single comprehensive set of
synthesised findings.
2.7.1 Thematic analysis
The method used for identifying, analysing and reporting these themes within the
collected data is thematic analysis. Being well suited to mixed-methods approaches,
thematic analysis allows for deep interpretation of key aspects of the research question
across multiple styles of literature, including highlighting similarities and differences
(Braun & Clarke, 2006). However, it must be noted that this form of analysis is open to
the bias of the researcher, who may consciously or unconsciously identify particular
themes across the literature. To minimise bias, Braun and Clarke’s (2006) six phased
thematic analysis framework was utilised, see Table 5:
Table 5: Phases of thematic analysis
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Phases

Description of the process

1. Familiarising
with your data

yourself Transcribing data (if necessary), reading and re-reading
the data, noting down initial ideas.

2. Generating initial codes

Coding interesting features of the data in a systematic
fashion across the entire data set, collating data relevant
to each code.

3. Searching for themes

Collating codes into potential themes, gathering all data
relevant to each potential theme.

4. Reviewing themes

Checking if the themes work in relation to the coded
extracts (Level 1) and the entire data set (Level 2),
generating a thematic ‘map’ of the analysis.

5. Defining
themes

and

naming Ongoing analysis to refine the specifics of each theme,
and the overall story the analysis tells, generating clear
definitions and names for each theme.

6. Producing the report

The final opportunity for analysis. Selection of vivid,
compelling extract examples, final analysis of selected
extracts, relating back of the analysis to the research
question and literature, producing a scholarly report of
the analysis.

(Braun & Clarke, 2006, p. 87)
2.7.1.1 Thematic analysis process
Once the quality of the gathered literature was assessed, the findings as a whole could be
assembled into a meaningful narrative format. This process used steps adapted from
Braun and Clarke (2006), combined with methods from JBI (2014a).
Phase 1: Familiarisation with the data
The author thoroughly read and re-read the articles, highlighting with coloured markers
phrases describing key components of the role and function of coordinators.
Phase 2: Generating initial codes
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The key points highlighted in the phase above were transcribed into a spreadsheet,
complete with code word, reference and any headings the article authors had used to
provide context to the finding. This generated 331 data points in total to synthesise.
Phase 3: Searching for categories
Within the spreadsheet, findings were grouped together according to the code word
allocated. This formed categories of similarity, where the same/similar topics were
grouped together. While some findings could fit multiple categories, they were grouped
according to ‘best fit’. These categories were arranged into groups, leading to three main
categories of commonality.
Phase 4: Reviewing the categories
The three themes, subsequent categories, and the original findings were checked against
the articles of origin, to assess if they were congruent with the intent and context of the
original authors.

During this review, some findings changed categories, and some

categories changed from one then to another depending on the meaning of the original
source finding.
Phase 5: Defining and naming synthesised findings
The themes were further refined and articulated, creating clear delineation between
themes, and definitions of the unique aspect each theme expressed.
Phase 6: Producing the findings chapter
Examples that demonstrate each theme have been selected from the articles, as
referenced during phase two.
2.8 Ethics
This integrative review examines research already published in the public sphere;
therefore ethical approval was not required. However, all the information was collected,
synthesised and is presented in a manner that maintains the intentions of the previous
research, with the intention of being respectful to both the participants and researchers
involved.
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2.9 Summary
The methodology and methods discussed here outline the steps that were taken to
explore literature from a variety of research approaches to answer the research question;
central to this has been using the approach of an integrative mixed-methods review and
thematic analysis. As noted by JBI, including diverse forms of evidence from different
types of research, mixed-methods reviews attempt to maximize the findings – and the
ability of those findings to inform policy and practice (JBI, 2014a).

The overall

philosophy of the JBI strategy is highly relevant to this review, in terms of an analysis of
the data collected providing an in-depth understanding of the common key components
for the phenomena of interest of cancer care coordination, and how they relate to the
CNCI that has been implemented in NZ. Hence, the findings from the searching of the
literature, the data extraction and synthesis undertaken are reported in the next chapter.
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Chapter 3: Findings
3.1 Overview
This chapter reports the findings gathered from the application of the processes of data
searching, quality appraisal, data extraction and synthesis of findings, as described in the
previous chapter.

Through defining the research question with parameters and

assessment of literature quality, a body of literature comprising of 17 articles was
compiled to perform this integrative review. The synthesis of the findings was based on
the steps of thematic analysis, as described by Braun and Clarke (2006), and adapted
with JBI methods. This process provided a framework to formulate ideas and constructs,
and eventually the overall synthesis of the material found in the articles selected, to fulfil
the aim of investigating the key components of cancer nurse coordination.
3.2 Reporting the search process
The search process has been reported using PRISMA guidelines and outlined via a
flowchart (see Figure 1).
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Records identified through
database searching
(n = 171)

Additional records identified
through other sources
(n = 19)

Records after duplicates removed
(n = 54)

Eligibility

Screening

Identification

Figure 1: PRISMA flowchart

Records screened
(n = 53)

Records excluded
(n = 29)

Full-text articles
assessed for eligibility
(n = 24)

Full-text articles
excluded, with reasons
(n = 6)

Articles quality
appraised
(n = 18)

Articles excluded, with
reasons
(n = 1)

Included

Articles included in
synthesis
(n = 17)

(Moher et al., 2009)
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3.3 Quality appraisal
After assessing the articles according to the inclusion and exclusion criteria, 18 articles
remained to commence the quality appraisal process. Articles were quality appraised
using guidelines and quality appraisal tools in paper format from JBI (2015). Articles
scoring below 70% using this process were excluded, using this criteria one article was
excluded; which has been added to the exclusion list in Appendix E. The summary of
quality of the articles, along with individual score can be found in Table 6.
Table 6: Quality appraisal summary of included studies
No
3

4

5
6
7
8
9
10
12
13
14
17
1
11
16

2
15

Citation
Q1
Q2 Q3 Q4
Qualitative (JBI-QARI)
Fillion, Cook,
UC
Y
Y
Y
Veillette, Aubin, et
al. (2012)
Fillion, Cook,
Y
Y
Y
Y
Veillette, de Serres,
et al. (2012)
Fillion et al. (2006)
UC
Y
Y
Y
Freijser et al. (2013)
Y
Y
Y
Y
Gilbert et al. (2011)
UC
Y
Y
Y
Hébert and Fillion
Y
Y
Y
Y
(2011a)
Hébert and Fillion
Y
Y
Y
Y
(2011b)
Howell et al. (2008)
Y
Y
Y
Y
Korber et al. (2011)
Y
Y
Y
Y
Leboeuf et al. (2014) Y
Y
Y
Y
Pedersen et al. (2014) Y
Y
Y
Y
Walsh et al. (2010)
Y
Y
Y
Y
Quantitative (JBI-MAStARI) Descriptive/case-series
Brown et al. (2012)
N
Y
Y
Y
Goodwin et al.
Y
Y
N
Y
(2005)
Skrutkowski et al.
N
Y
Y
Y
(2011)
Textual (JBI-NOTARI)
Cook et al. (2013)
Y
Y
Y
Y
Platt et al. (2008)
Y
Y
Y
Y

Q5

Q6

Q7

Q8

Q9

Q10

Score

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

9/10

Y

UC

N

Y

Y

Y

7/10

Y
Y
Y
Y

N
N
N
Y

N
N
N
N

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

7/10
8/10
7/10
9/10

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

9/10

Y
Y
UC
Y
Y

UC
Y
Y
Y
Y

UC
Y
N
N
N

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
N
Y
Y

Y
UC
Y
Y
Y

8/10
9/10
7/10
9/10
9/10

NA
NA

NA
Y

NA
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

5/6
7/8

Y

Y

NA

Y

Y

7/8

Y
Y

Y
N

Y
Y

7/7
6/7

Y= Yes, N= No, UC= Unclear, NA= Not applicable

3.3.1 Included articles
Following the above steps, the 17 articles selected to be included in the quality appraisal
process are presented in Table 7.
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Table 7: Included articles

1

2

3

4
5

6

7

8

Author
Brown et al. (2012)
Oncology nurse navigator role delineation study: An oncology nursing
society report.
Cook et al. (2013)
Core areas of practice and associated competencies for nurses working
as professional cancer navigators
Fillion, Cook, Veillette, Aubin, de Serres, Rainville, and Doll (2012)
Professional navigation framework: elaboration and validation in a
Canadian context.
Fillion, Cook, Veillette, de Serres, Aubin, Rainville, and Doll, (2012)
Professional navigation: A comparative study of two Canadian models
Fillion et al. (2006)
Implementing the role of patient-navigator nurse at a university
hospital centre.
Freijser, Naccarella, McKenzie, and Krishnasamy (2013)
Cancer care coordination: building a platform for the development of
care coordination and ongoing evaluation
Gilbert et al. (2011)
Nurses as patient navigators in cancer diagnosis: review, consultation
and model design
Hébert and Fillion (2011a)
Gaining a better understanding of the support function of oncology
nurse navigators from their own perspective and that of people living

Methodology
Quantitative

Characteristics of article
Survey of 330 nurses who are considered to
be in a nurse navigator role.

Textual

Validation of a cancer nurse navigation
framework for practice.

Qualitative

Elaboration of a cancer nurse navigation
framework for practice.

Qualitative

Comparison of two different model of cancer
nurse navigation.
Implementing a cancer nurse navigation
service within a tertiary-based Head and
Neck cancer service.
Research from the result of a Masters project
on cancer nurse coordination.

Qualitative

Qualitative

Qualitative

Exploring the role of the cancer nurse
navigator during the diagnostic phase.

Qualitative

Understanding the role of the cancer nurse
navigator, from the patients’ perspective.
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9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16
17

with cancer: Part 1.
Hébert and Fillion (2011b)
Gaining a better understanding of the support function of oncology
nurse navigators from their own perspective and that of people living
with cancer: Part 2.
Howell et al. (2008)
A mixed-method evaluation of nurse-led community-based supportive
cancer care
Goodwin, Freeman, Anderson, Kuo, and Jennings-Sanders (2005)
How do nurse case managers care for older women with breast
cancer?
Korber, Padula, Gray, and Powell (2011)
A breast navigator program: Barriers, enhancers, and nursing
interventions
Leboeuf, Lachapelle, Dubois, and Genest (2014)
Contribution of the pivot nurse in oncology to the experience of
receiving a diagnosis of cancer by the patient and their loved ones
Pedersen, Hack, McClement, and Taylor-Brown (2014)
An exploration of the patient navigator role: perspectives of younger
women with breast cancer
Platt et al. (2008)
Development of the Western Australia cancer nurse coordination
service
Skrutkowski, Saucier, Ritchie, Tran, and Smith (2011)
Intervention patterns of pivot nurses in oncology
Walsh et al. (2010)

Qualitative

Understanding the role of the cancer nurse
navigator, from the nurses’ perspective.

Mixed methods

An evaluation of nurse-led care using
retrospective data the nurses collected during
electronic documentation of care.
Examining nurse case management of older
women with breast cancer.

Quantitative

Qualitative

Qualitative

Examining the reasons women did/did not
complete treatment for breast cancer, and the
role nurse navigation played.
Contribution of the pivot nurse in oncology
during the diagnostic phase.

Qualitative

Exploring cancer nurse navigation
younger women with breast cancer

Textual

Expert opinion piece explaining the
implementation and development of a cancer
nurse coordination service.
Administrative analysis from documentation
of interventions provided by pivot nurses.
Perspective of patients and key contacts into

Quantitative
Qualitative

for
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What is important in cancer care coordination? A qualitative
investigation

want they consider of highest importance in
cancer care coordination.
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3.4 Data extraction
Quantitative data was harvested from the 17 articles that passed quality appraisal,
completed forms can be found in Appendix H. The data extracted included such details
as methods used, geographical location.
3.4.1 Characteristics of the articles
Characteristics of the literature assembled for synthesis revealed a predominance of
articles from Canada, with a small number from Australia and the USA. The main study
method used was qualitative, and the experience of a wide range of participants was
explored, including patients and families, other health professionals and cancer nurse
coordinators.

Notably, many of the studies include the perspective of the nurse

coordinator themselves as the main study participants or expert opinion. The articles
covered a wide range of cancer care settings, reflecting the breadth of care which cancer
nurse coordinators cover.

These settings included programmes for both older and

younger women with breast cancer, head and neck cancers, coordination programmes
situated in secondary and tertiary hospitals, and community based services. A summary
of key characteristics of the articles can be found in Table 8.
Table 8: Characteristics of included studies
Characteristic

Type

No.

Method

Qualitative

12

Quantitative

3

Textual

2

Australia

3

Canada

11

USA

3

Patients/family

9

CNCs

10

Other HPs

8

Geography

Participants*

*= Some studies had multiple groups of participants
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3.5 Data synthesis
Three synthesised findings emerged from analysing the findings from the articles,
forming a foundation for outlining the key components found in cancer nurse
coordination. These focus on the patient, the system, and the nurse themselves; as can be
seen in Table 9, where they have been summarised with the number of findings for each
category.
Table 9: Summary of synthesised findings, categories and individual findings
Synthesised finding

Categories

Findings

Total number of

N=

findings for each
synthesised
finding

Patient focus

1.1. Practical care

59

Care performed by the CNC

1.2. Emotional care

59

that is focused directly on

1.3. Informational care

39

the patient.

1.4. Therapeutic

28

185

relationship
System focus

2.1. Connection and

51

The relationship between

improvement

the CNC and the system,

2.2. Coordination

31

which includes interactions

2.3. Communication and

19

with other health

collaboration

101

professionals.
Nurse focus

3.1 Attributes

26

Aspects focused on the

3.2 Knowledge and

11

abilities of the nurse and

experience

enablers to support the role.

3.3 Role supports

45

8

Totals

331

331

Examples from the literature of the synthesised findings and grouped according to the
categories

created

can

be

found

in

Table

10.
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Table 10: Examples of synthesised findings and the categories created
Patient Focus: care performed by the CNC that is focused directly on the patient.
Category

Illustration of finding

1.1:

Article 8: Need of assistance and advice to reduce the symptoms associated with the disease and treatments

Practical care

- “she was very useful because I had complications (…) I would call her almost every day” (Hébert &
Fillion, 2011a, p. 37).

Activities such as assessment of
unmet needs, physical, practical Article 10: Of the 113 records reviewed, a standardised completed assessment across all domains of
supportive care need (physical, emotional/psychological, spiritual, social, practical) was found in 95% of
and psychosocial aspects, and
interventions such as symptom cases (Howell et al., 2008, p. 1347).
monitoring and management.

Article 16: Assessment of symptoms identified or reported; use of symptom grading scale (0 to 10) by
patient. On average this comprised 10% of PNO interventions (Skrutkowski et al., 2011, p. 219).

1.2:

Article 3. Reinforcing active coping to increase the patients capacity to cope with family, social, and

Emotional care

practical changes, while developing active coping strategies such as planning and problem solving (Fillion,
Cook, Veillette, Aubin, et al., 2012, p. 64).

Care that empowers and supports
patients to mobilise resources, Article 8: Patients noted the need to be reassured - “when I was having my chemo treatments, she would
resilience and abilities to cope. come to see me (…) she would reassure me … it was a lot easier that way” (Hébert & Fillion, 2011a, p.
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Encourages,

promotes

and 37).

reinforces the patient to be an Article 9. They take the time to talk with individuals, to actively listen to them in order to help them
active participant in self-care.
express emotions – “because I always ask ‘and you how are you? How are you finding that? Do you have
any concerns?” (Hébert & Fillion, 2011b, p. 117).
1.3:

Article 2: Translating medical information on an ongoing basis is a vital function … reflecting the ability

Informational care

of the cancer navigator to provide individualised information and education to help patients and families
cope with the diagnosis and treatment based on individual need, educational level and situation (Cook et

The information, education and

al., 2013, p. 49)

teaching provided to the patient
and family to help understanding Article 13: PNOs indicate that one should not overload the patient with information at the time of diagnosis
of disease, treatment options, and [referring to the episode of announcement], the post-announcement period is the time for the information,
the side effects of both. Prepares teaching and organisation of care aspects (Leboeuf et al., 2014, p. 191).
the patient for each next step, Article 15: The CNC provides information at diagnosis that gives them the opportunity to ask questions,
assisting with the knowledge to allowing them to make informed decisions about care options and helping them to shape the care they will
give informed consent.

receive (Platt et al., 2008, p. 20).

1.4:

Article 2: Establishing a single person to work consistently with a patient throughout the cancer journey

Therapeutic relationship

provides a relational continuity and allows for a deeper and more therapeutic relationship (Cook et al.,
2013, p. 49).

The relationship between nurse
and patient (and family), which Article 9: Offer one’s presence and availability throughout the care trajectory both to the individual and
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includes

aspects

such

as families (e.g., via phone contacts) - “ from the moment the diagnosis has been announced, we give them

accessibility of the nurse to the the phone number and tell them, if you have any needs, we are here throughout the care continuum”
patient and the communication (Hébert & Fillion, 2011b, p. 118).
between them, that are the aspects Article 13: The majority of PNOs state they play an important support role in establishing a relationship of
of initiating and continuing a
trust with the patient and family from this key moment [announcement of diagnosis] of the trajectory of
therapeutic relationship.
care (Leboeuf et al., 2014, p. 190).
System Focus: the relationship between the CNC and the system, which includes other health professionals.
Category

Illustration of finding

2.1:

Article 3: Identifying lack of resources, finding temporary solutions, and reporting the system gaps (Fillion,

Connection and improvement

Cook, Veillette, Aubin, et al., 2012, p. 63).

Facilitation of connections and Article 4: Professional navigators from both models facilitate management continuity in screening,
improvements to the cancer care assessing unmet needs, and matching them with services and resources available within the cancer care
system patients travel through. organisation and community (Fillion, Cook, Veillette, de Serres, et al., 2012, p. 260).
This encourages seamless care Article 5: Before implementation, all [health professionals] thought that implementing the OPNs role
transitions, promoting timely and would improve care coordination which, in turn would facilitate standardising the care trajectory. [After
appropriate service provision.

implementation], coordination was perceived as more centred on the needs of individuals with cancer
(supportive care and attention, orientation, continuity of follow-up) than those of the system
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(standardisation of the trajectory) (Fillion et al., 2006, p. 14).
Article 5: Several partners [community hospital HPs] stated the OPN had a positive impact on feelings of
competence in working with the head and neck population. They added that the information search was
easier, that they felt supported with interventions and this, in turn, made them feel as if they were providing
continuing care in cooperation with UHC caregivers [tertiary hospital HPs] (Fillion et al., 2006, p. 15).
Article 7: Patient navigators facilitate patient progression along the pathway.

Some navigators are

involved in improving the pathway, pre-booking appointments, expediting diagnostic procedures and
avoiding unnecessary delay (Gilbert et al., 2011, p. 234).
Article 9: Refer the individuals and/or family members to various practitioners and resources adapted to
meet needs and requirements - “the support can be internal (…), as we have teams of social workers and
psycho-oncologists (…) or external, resources we have to offer to people” (Hébert & Fillion, 2011b, p.
118).
Article 15: A strong leadership component is required of the CNCs in order to facilitate strategic
development. The CNCs contribute to the development of policy by promoting evidence-based practice
relating to the tumour group or area served and the nursing profession as a whole (Platt et al., 2008, p. 19).
2.2:

Article 2: Lack of coordination can lead to fragmented care. The professional navigator is uniquely

Coordination

positioned to support cancer patients and families throughout the continuum and influence continuity at
key points, from the time of diagnosis, and transitioning into active treatment, as well as transitioning to

Coordination of key points of care
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for patients as a group, and also the survivorship or palliative care. The professional cancer navigator can provide a link between the patient
coordination

of

other

health and the health care team and between the hospital and community services (Cook et al., 2013, p. 49).

professionals

involved, Article 11: In a study of older women with breast cancer, they found women living alone required a greater
encouraging both the patient and number of episodes of contact to coordinate care, that those living with a partner/family (Goodwin et al.,
health professionals to be in the

2005, p. 631).

‘right place, at the right time’.
Article 17: Provision of assistance to patients to access and navigate the often complex health system was
viewed as essential for effective care coordination. This included liaising between different providers and
settings, assistance arranging financial support and advising of suitable support services (Walsh et al.,
2010, p. 222).
2.3:

Article 2: Professional navigators need to demonstrate a comprehensive understanding of the role of other

Communication and collaboration

colleagues; broad knowledge of all resources available for patients; initiate referrals in a timely consistent
manner; share information about the patient’s clinical, practical, supportive care needs, preferences and

Providing a link between the
patient and a variety of members

goals; liaise and collaborate with care providers in different episodes of care and health care settings (Cook
et al., 2013, pp. 49-50).

of the health professional team and
facilitating the communication and Article 6: Coordinating care at the systems level: facilitating communication between providers - “It’s not
collaboration through the team, just about supporting the patient but also about making sure that people within the team are aware of what
keeping the patient at the centre of the patient’s needs are” (Freijser et al., 2013, p. 160).
care.

Article 10: Service provides viewed the ICCN program as bridging the gap between institutional and
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community care through mechanisms such as information exchange. Information exchange between ICCN
and service providers was perceived as most valuable by most service providers in maintaining care
continuity (81%) (Howell et al., 2008, p. 1350).
Nurse Focused: aspects focused on the nurse in the role.
Category

Illustration of finding

3.1

Article 1: The ability to problem solve was one of the seven top skills oncology nurse navigators utilised,

Attributes

according to respondents to an Oncology Nurse Navigator role delineation survey (Brown et al., 2012, p.
584).

The attributes the nurse brings to
the role; that is the personal Article 10: ICCN nurses perceived that the specialised cancer expertise they offered was helpful in
establishing collaborative working relationships with service provider agencies and in obtaining access to
qualities and skills of the nurse.
services. “It’s the credibility that’s been built over time around the expert role of the oncology specialist in
the community. It’s based on past experience of working with individual families … So when we call in,
for example the home care service provider agency and give an assessment I’m known in the community as
well respected in terms of opinion” (Howell et al., 2008, p. 1350).
Article 14: Many individuals commented on the caring attitudes of nurses that fostered a feeling of safety.
Participants recounted times when nurses listened to their needs and cultivated a sense of “presence” not
evident in many other care providers (Pedersen et al., 2014, p. 84).
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3.2

Article 10: The specialised oncology expertise of the nurses, knowledge of the illness trajectory, and

Knowledge and experience

extensive knowledge of community resources facilitated access services appropriate to need and to plan
care in anticipation of changing needs. “Often the expertise of being in the community is needed so that

The knowledge and experience the
nurse has developed, putting her in

we have a better sense of what the patient and family are facing, what things are there for them and what’s
not and how we can really maximise the support in the home” (Howell et al., 2008, p. 1349).

the position of being a human
resource for both patients and Article 14: The majority of participants commented on the necessity of the patient navigator being
someone they could call with specific questions related to treatment side effects, pathology reports, or
other health professionals.
various physical concerns they might be experiencing. “The social worker has a great idea as to what it is
emotionally for a patient, but a nurse, I think, has all the information, emotional, the physical, like
everything that is going on with the patient” (Pedersen et al., 2014, p. 84).
Article 15: The CNCs have a primary role as a mentor and an educator. They act as a resource for other
health professionals, and enable them to give the detailed explanations of treatment options to patients and
relatives to assist the patient to make informed decisions (Platt et al., 2008, p. 19).
3.3

Article 2: Being part of an oncology team is a key aspect of facilitating continuity of care for the cancer

Role supports

navigator (Cook et al., 2013, p. 47).

the Article 6: A wide range of factors were identified that significantly influence the capacity for NCCN to
system that support the nurse to perform the role, such as, having a mandate to perform the role that is championed by management and
other stakeholders, a clearly defined scope of practice that is understood and respected by other in the team,
perform the role.
Underlying

structures

of
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ongoing professional development, networking, peer support, and evaluation of the role (Freijser et al.,
2013, p. 161).
Article 12: For the nurse navigator, a clear list of services, hours of availability, and contact numbers was
needed. The navigator was seen as playing a key role in obtaining and coordinating a vast array of medical
and social services. The participants believed this aspect of the role and the collaboration with social
workers should be emphasised in the role clarification (Korber et al., 2011, p. 47).
Article 17: Care coordinators identified that timely patient referral allowed them to effectively fulfil the
role, particularly in areas such as needs assessment and organisation of, or referral to, treatment and
supportive care services. If access to these services is delayed, additional stress for both patients and
caregivers can result. “The fact that patients are often referred late means that they’re not able to have their
care coordinated or be provided with support from the beginning” (Walsh et al., 2010, p. 224).
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3.6 Synthesised findings
3.6.1 Synthesised finding one: The patient
This finding focuses on care that is directly between the patient and/or family, and the
CNC. Usually in one-on-one situations, and is individualised to meet the needs of each
patient, in the particular situation they are in. This finding was assimilated from the
synthesis of four categories namely: practical care, emotional care, informational care
and therapeutic relationships.
3.6.1.1 Practical care
This category consists of assessments and interventions which form the basis of practical
care directly with the patient and family. One of the most important aspects of direct
patient care for CNCs, mentioned as a key element of care in the majority of the review
articles, was assessment. This comprises the assessment of unmet needs, such as physical
and practical, but crucially includes unmet psychosocial aspects (Cook et al., 2013;
Fillion, Cook, Veillette, Aubin, et al., 2012; Goodwin et al., 2005; Leboeuf et al., 2014).
Many nurses used formalised screening and assessment tools, such as the distress
screening thermometer, but it also incorporated surveillance and monitoring of disease
and treatment effects (Cook et al., 2013; Fillion, Cook, Veillette, Aubin, et al., 2012;
Goodwin et al., 2005; Skrutkowski et al., 2011). Interventions performed are often
directly based on the result of an assessment, and are therefore personalised to the needs
of the situation (Leboeuf et al., 2014). This encompasses aspects such as the symptom
management of disease and treatment side effects, helping the patient and family make
practical plans regarding care arrangements, and providing psychosocial interventions
such as counselling (Brown et al., 2012; Fillion, Cook, Veillette, de Serres, et al., 2012;
Goodwin et al., 2005; Hébert & Fillion, 2011a, 2011b; Howell et al., 2008; Korber et al.,
2011).
3.6.1.2 Emotional care
This involves aspects which empower and support the patient (and families) to mobilise
personal resources, resilience and abilities to cope (Fillion, Cook, Veillette, Aubin, et al.,
2012).

The nurse encourages, promotes and reinforces the patient to be an active

participant in self-care (Fillion, Cook, Veillette, Aubin, et al., 2012, p. 65; Hébert &
Fillion, 2011b). This may take the form of assisting connections with other health
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professionals, such as the GP, encouraging the patient to be autonomous with self-care,
helping them set priorities and goals, or supporting family members as roles and
relationships change within the family (Cook et al., 2013; Fillion, Cook, Veillette,
Aubin, et al., 2012; Hébert & Fillion, 2011b). In contrast to the previous category of
practical hands-on care, this category covers aspects of care where the nurse assists or
gently guides the patient to be the one performing the activity, and as such can be a
difficult aspect of cancer nurse coordinating to quantify with specific tasks, but is clearly
identified as a key component of the care, particularly by patients (Fillion et al., 2006;
Hébert & Fillion, 2011a; Korber et al., 2011; Pedersen et al., 2014).
3.6.1.3 Informational care
The information, education and teaching aspects of care provided to the patient and
family to help with understanding of disease, treatment options, and the side effects of
both. This prepares the patient for each next step along the journey, assisting with
providing the knowledge that enables the patient to give informed consent or refusal for
treatment and care (Fillion et al., 2006; Fillion, Cook, Veillette, de Serres, et al., 2012).
Informational care may take the form of giving information on what happens next,
interpreting medical speak, educating on the effects of treatment, and teaching self-care,
such as how to avoid infections and deal with minor side effects (Fillion et al., 2006;
Fillion, Cook, Veillette, Aubin, et al., 2012; Skrutkowski et al., 2011). An adjective
commonly used to describe this facet was ‘timely’, indicating that when providing
informational care, there is a degree of judgement regarding the level it is pitched at, how
much is given, and which aspects are most important for that point in time for the
individual patient.
3.6.1.4 Therapeutic relationships
The dynamic between nurse and patient (and family) is supported by the accessibility of
the nurse to the patient and the relationship they have established. The aspects of
initiating and building a therapeutic relationship are assisted by how readily the patient
can identify the nurse coordinator, accessibility of that nurse to the patient, the nurse
initiating regular contact and how easy it is for the patient to contact the nurse when
needed (Fillion, Cook, Veillette, de Serres, et al., 2012; Hébert & Fillion, 2011b; Walsh
et al., 2010). Vital to this is the quality of communication the nurse has with the patient
and the trust that develops (Hébert & Fillion, 2011a; Leboeuf et al., 2014).

The
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therapeutic relationship is further assisted by this bond forming early in the cancer care
trajectory, prompt liaison by the nurse when required, and the presence of the nurse at
key points for the patient (Cook et al., 2013; Hébert & Fillion, 2011b). While phone and
email contact was found to be acceptable by patients, making a face-to-face connection,
particularly at the beginning of the trajectory was considered crucial (Fillion, Cook,
Veillette, de Serres, et al., 2012; Hébert & Fillion, 2011b; Leboeuf et al., 2014).
3.6.2 Synthesised finding two: The system
This synthesised finding focuses on the greater system involved in providing a shared
network of care for patients and collates the findings around relationships between the
health professionals. There are three categories namely: connection and improvement,
coordination, and lastly communication and collaboration.
3.6.2.1 Connection and improvement
The nurse facilitates connection between service providers encouraging seamless care
transitions, promoting timely and appropriate service provision, in response to the
individual needs of patients. Through familiarisation with the multiple pathways of the
cancer care system, the nurse coordinator instigates improvement of the system both for
the individual patient, but also as a whole for future patients. This includes mapping the
services; pathways and processes patients go through on the cancer trajectory, facilitating
referral channels to a variety of health professionals, including for patients not receiving
active care coordination, and matching unmet needs of patients to the best fit of
providers (Brown et al., 2012; Fillion, Cook, Veillette, Aubin, et al., 2012; Fillion, Cook,
Veillette, de Serres, et al., 2012; Freijser et al., 2013; Gilbert et al., 2011; Hébert &
Fillion, 2011b). This mapping and matching of services enables the nurse coordinator to
see gaps in the system where improvements can be made to the benefit of both patients
and the health professionals caring for them (Fillion, Cook, Veillette, de Serres, et al.,
2012; Gilbert et al., 2011).
3.6.2.2 Coordination
This aspect refers to key points of care for patients as a group, and also the coordination
of other health professionals involved; helping both the patient and health professionals
to be in the ‘right place, at the right time’ (Leboeuf et al., 2014; Platt et al., 2008). This
may take the form of coordinating the plan of care for the patient, such as ensuring
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appointments are clustered saving the patient from making repeat trips to the hospital
(Hébert & Fillion, 2011b; Walsh et al., 2010). For health professionals, it may take the
form of coordinating multi-disciplinary meetings (MDM) ensuring timely discussion of
specific patients when the plan of treatment is being made or treatment transition is
scheduled (Freijser et al., 2013).
3.6.2.3 Communication and collaboration
By facilitating communication and collaboration throughout, CNCs provide a link
between the patient and the variety of members of the health professional team, keeping
the patient at the centre of care (Cook et al., 2013; Fillion et al., 2006; Freijser et al.,
2013). This is a bi-directional pathway, where the needs and preferences of the patient
are communicated to the health professionals involved, and the patient is kept informed
of how health professionals are working for them, such as discussion at MDMs (Walsh et
al., 2010). The collaborative relationship the CNC cultivates with the surrounding health
professionals contributes to the timely sharing of information and provision of services,
enabling the various members of the treating team to know who is doing what for the
patient (Fillion, Cook, Veillette, Aubin, et al., 2012; Gilbert et al., 2011).
3.6.3 Synthesised finding three: The nurse
This synthesised finding focuses on the nurse at the centre of the coordinator role, that is;
what the nurse brings to the system, how the system enables the nurse to perform the
role, and how the nurse influences the system at a higher level. This is composed of three
categories namely: attributes, knowledge and experience, and role supports.
3.6.3.1 Attributes
The personal skills and qualities the nurse brings to the role. These personal abilities
include advocacy, building partnerships, communication skills, critical thinking,
leadership and problem solving (Brown et al., 2012; Freijser et al., 2013; Gilbert et al.,
2011; Goodwin et al., 2005; Platt et al., 2008; Skrutkowski et al., 2011). Possessing
these attributes enables CNCs to interact with and navigate the larger cancer and health
care system, also giving the nurse the ability to influence the system and ultimately
outcomes for patients.
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3.6.3.2 Knowledge and experience
The professional knowledge and experience the nurse has developed, putting them in the
position of being a resource for both patients and other health professionals (Fillion et
al., 2006; Platt et al., 2008). These professional abilities include an in-depth knowledge
of cancer, treatments and the cancer care systems, ethics, and professional and legal
standards which will have developed through the significant experience they have gained
working in the health system (Brown et al., 2012; Pedersen et al., 2014; Platt et al.,
2008).
3.6.3.3 Role supports
This aspect encompasses the underlying facets of the system that support, and indeed
enable, the nurse to perform the role. This includes a clear role definition so that other
health professionals know where the role starts and finishes, the role being seen as part
of the oncology team, ongoing training, and support for the advanced aspects of the role
such as psychosocial counselling skills, and a solid legal and professional base
underpinning the nurses practice (Brown et al., 2012; Cook et al., 2013; Korber et al.,
2011). While this category grouping held the smallest number of data points from the
thematic analysis of the review literature, it was a very distinct finding that stood out
from other groupings.
3.7 Summary
Through rigorous searching, appraisal and analysis of the literature, three synthesised
findings have emerged as key components of the care coordination services for cancer
patients, these focus on: the patient, the system, and the nurse. Within the realm of the
patient focus, practical, informational and supportive aspects of care are underpinned by
a solid therapeutic relationship between the patient and CNC. The system focus is
characterised by connections and improvements, coordination, and communication and
collaboration, as a professional relationship between the nurse, other health professionals
and the cancer care pathway, as a dynamic health system. Finally, the third focus is on
aspects of the nurse; the attributes, knowledge and experience they bring to the role, and
how the structure of the system enables the nurse to perform the role.
The literature was selected using specific inclusion and exclusion criteria, which sought
to match the parameters of the CNCI here in NZ, providing a body of literature
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comparable to NZ. The CNCI has recently been implemented and is still in its infancy in
NZ; therefore, the experience of international programmes in this area helps to provide
both direction and inspiration for the NZ initiative as it moves forward from the
implementation phase, and becomes an embedded part of the cancer care system. These
findings will be discussed further in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4: Discussion
4.1 Overview
The first objective of this dissertation was to identify the common key components of
care coordination for patients with cancer, provided by nurses. To do this an integrative
review of the literature was performed, the synthesised findings of which described three
main focuses of the key components; that of the patient, the system, and the nurse
themselves. The second objective was to compare these key components gathered from
the international literature to the NZ experience of a newly implemented care
coordination initiative. The following is a discussion of the review findings and how the
NZ CNCI compares with these.
4.2 Interconnectedness of findings
While the findings have formed categories following synthesis of the data, it is important
to acknowledge the interconnectedness of a number of categories as few of the findings
fit solely into one category. For example, when providing information to patients’
regarding types of treatment that may be offered, which at first glance is informational
care, the nurse is concurrently assessing the patients understanding and how it is
absorbed at that time (practical care). While supporting the patient to make the decision
on the treatment that is individually appropriate (emotional care), the nurse is
simultaneously listening to what the patient says and communicating well (thereby
improving the therapeutic relationship between nurse and patient).

Interactions are

frequently more than they appear, the identification and describing of which is essential
in articulating advanced nursing practice.
4.3 Comparison with the NZ experience
Evaluation of the cancer nurse coordinator initiative
In order to discuss the findings in relation to the NZ experience, it is important to
understand how the NZ CNCI was evaluated.

From the outset of the CNCI

implementation across NZ in 2013, strategies for data collection were put in place.
CNCs collected information, which was collated on a proforma database, capturing the
characteristics of patients they were involved with, along with a systems log detailing
aspects of system improvement projects the CNCs were involved in.

This service
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evaluation also utilised online surveys for both CNCs and providers (i.e. health
professionals, including other non-CNC nurses, community services, and NGOs), in
conjunction with a mail out survey to patients. Findings from the second year of the
evaluation of the CNCI were published in late 2015 (MOH, 2015c), and additionally
included information from a senior management survey and three DHB case studies
involving interviews with patients and families.

This comprehensive evaluation

approach is consistent with that of the Agency for Health Care Research and Quality
(USA) who recommend multiple perspectives when assessing care coordination
initiatives (Clinical Oncology Society of Australia, 2015).
The CNCI evaluation measured against four overarching criteria (MOH, 2015c):


Targeted those with greatest need



Improved access and timeliness of access to diagnostic and treatment services



Positive patient experience



Identified improvements in care coordination and patient pathway

4.4 Discussion of findings
The following is a discussion of the synthesised findings and comparison with the NZ
experience, as described in the NZ CNCI evaluation (MOH, 2015c).
4.4.1 Finding one: The patient
4.4.1.1 Practical care
Throughout the literature reviewed, assessment is the most frequently mentioned key
component of care (Cook et al., 2013; Fillion, Cook, Veillette, Aubin, et al., 2012;
Fillion, Cook, Veillette, de Serres, et al., 2012; Fillion et al., 2006; Freijser et al., 2013;
Gilbert et al., 2011; Goodwin et al., 2005; Hébert & Fillion, 2011b; Leboeuf et al., 2014;
Pedersen et al., 2014; Platt et al., 2008; Skrutkowski et al., 2011; Walsh et al., 2010).
This covers the full spectrum of assessment modes; however it is predominantly in
reference to the assessment of unmet needs, particularly informational, supportive and
psychological. The recent Cancer Care Coordinator position statement from the Clinical
Oncology Society of Australia (2015) lists assessment and screening for clinical and
supportive care as a key element of the CNC role, this is the same stance as position
statements from the Cancer Nurse Society of Australia (2008) and the USA Oncology
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Nurse Society (2013). With the amount of attention put on this particular aspect, it may
be felt that this is the defining component which makes the role, but it is more likely that
this is the most tangible and recognisable feature that CNCs perform.
The primary focus of the NZ CNCI is to target patients with the greatest need, that is
individuals and/or populations who have complex needs, and those who are likely to
experience barriers to care. The obvious method for determining need is assessment of
the patient and family, which with the NZ CNCI starts at the initial referral or screening
when the patient is triaged according to complexity of diagnosis, additional health needs,
psychosocial needs and ability to self-navigate the health system (MOH, 2015c).
Patients with higher categorised needs are ‘enrolled’ in the care of a CNC for active
intervention and management. However lower categorised patients may be passively
‘tracked’ by a CNC to assist with timely pathway movement, such as ensuring they are
on the appropriate MDM list for discussion of treatment plan. This approach is both
similar and dissimilar to the literature which clearly talks about assessment of the patient
and individual needs; however there is no common standard for assessment criteria
(Cantril & Haylock, 2013). CNCs use a variety of tools to gauge whether a patient
requires coordination support in the first instance, and then to assess ongoing clinical and
supportive care needs (Freijser et al., 2013(Fillion, Cook, Veillette, de Serres, et al.,
2012; Howell et al., 2008).
4.4.1.2 Emotional care
Multiple studies in this review focus on the aspects of empowerment and encouraging
active coping strategies amongst patients (Brown et al., 2012; Cook et al., 2013; Fillion,
Cook, Veillette, Aubin, et al., 2012; Fillion et al., 2006; Freijser et al., 2013; Goodwin et
al., 2005; Hébert & Fillion, 2011b; Platt et al., 2008). Emotional care is a difficult
component to articulate and measure, compared to other aspects of care such as
assessment or providing information which can be measured by visible means. Added to
this, what one patient finds as empowering and encouraging may be found by another to
be unsupportive. Using the criteria of ‘positive patient experience’ from the CNCI
evaluation, emotional care can be articulated in the patients’ own language when they
describe CNCs as listening and acknowledging concerns, answering questions, and
making them feel more confident about what was happening to them (MOH, 2015c, p.
75-76). One patient commented “when placed in ‘the system’ you are confronted with a
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myriad of people, specialists, therapists, receptionists – each one a new face every time,
some you see more than once. But the coordinator is the one CONSTANT part of
contact which helps to avoid that ‘lost’ feeling. A very essential part.” (MOH, 2015c, p.
57). This comment captures this component as how the patients ‘feel’, rather than as a
tangible item compared to the previous aspect of practical care.
4.4.1.3 Information care
The literature not only describes the CNC as giving new information or education to
patients, but also describes the interpretation or translation of information ‘medical
speak’ already given by other health professionals (Fillion et al., 2006; Leboeuf et al.,
2014). This demonstrates the awareness of individual patients’ health literacy that the
CNC must be attuned to. Informational care can be through a variety of mediums, all
avenues aiming to increase the knowledge and understanding of the patient.
Ascertaining the beginning level of knowledge of the patient, but also respecting how
much and which particular aspects the patient wants to know. Consonant with the
literature, informational support is seen by providers, patients and CNCs themselves as a
key component of the care provided by NZ CNCs. When patients have the support of a
CNC, providers feel patients know more about their treatment, care and cancer. CNCs
feel that the more patients know about their treatment and care, the more actively they
are involved in decisions about ongoing care.

This is shown by 82% of patients

believing the CNC helped them know more about their cancer, and 88% agreeing that the
CNC helped them to know more about their treatment and care (MOH, 2015c, p. 56).
4.4.1.4 Therapeutic relationship
Cook et al. (2013) are clear in understanding the value of the therapeutic relationship
between nurse and patient which is further deepened by having a single nurse work
consistently with the patient throughout their cancer journey. Patients express that they
value having a key person allocated to them who they know how to contact, that this
person is present at key moments, but also available to them when needed, and that they
trust them (Hébert & Fillion, 2011a, 2011b; Leboeuf et al., 2014; Walsh et al., 2010).
Patients may not articulate the relationship in terms of a ‘therapeutic relationship’, but
they do understand that the connection and trust between CNC and themselves is
important. As with emotional care, the key component of a therapeutic relationship
between patient and CNC can be found described in the CNCI evaluation under ‘positive
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patient experience’. Survey participants mentioned the common aspects of accessibility
and trust, and reported statements such as “the key … is continuity of trust. That person
has the important information. That’s how I see it, [CNC] offered a one-stop shop on the
cancer journey and going forward” (Māori whānau) (MOH, 2015c, p. 72), and “how she
deals with other people like me … she finds a way to make me comfortable, to not make
me upset” (MOH, 2015c, p. 73). Similar to emotional care, this aspect is captured by
how the patient ‘feels’, with the resources required to develop a relationship with
individual patients dependant on factors often outside of CNC control.
4.4.2 Finding two: The system
4.4.2.1 Connection and improvement
Improving the patient journey has been the goal of many service improvement projects,
both in NZ and worldwide. This concept continues at the micro-level in the category of
connection and improvement in the CNC role, where not only mapping the patient
pathway is a key feature, but also identifying barriers and gaps, and proposing workable
solutions to these (Cook et al., 2013; Fillion, Cook, Veillette, Aubin, et al., 2012; Fillion,
Cook, Veillette, de Serres, et al., 2012; Freijser et al., 2013; Gilbert et al., 2011; Pedersen
et al., 2014). By facilitating the connections between the multiple health professionals
and services surrounding the patient, the pathway is improved as transitions between the
various parties become smoother and less difficult for all to navigate.
It is here that the differing models of CNC care in NZ must be acknowledged. Within
the NZ CNCI there have been three approaches to the model of CNC care; tumour
stream, population focus, and generalist. The tumour stream and population models of
care are predominant in the larger DHBs, whereas smaller DHBs mainly took a
generalist approach (MOH, 2015c). This results in different patterns of connection and
system improvements, depending on the sphere of influence the CNC operates in. CNCs
working in tumour stream and population focused models have been able to effect
greater change for specific patient groups, such as creating same-day diagnostic clinics
for lung cancer; whereas the CNCs working in system and generalist approaches have
effected change at a general systems level, such as streamlining single-point-of-entry
referral processes. This is a finding that matches the literature from the Australian
experience, where they found regional CNCs had more varied roles of which a major
component was working at the systems level, in contrast to the metropolitan-based CNCs
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who predominantly worked directly with patients in a tumour-streamed approach.
(Freijser et al., 2013).
The category of connection and improvement is mirrored in the CNCI evaluation under
contributing to ‘improvements in care coordination and patient pathway’. CNCs view a
function of the role is to build relationships with other providers in order that patients are
supported, unmet needs are addressed, and to facilitate access to other services. This has
not gone unnoticed, with clinicians highlighting that barriers to cancer care have been
better identified and local solutions are being sort; providing increased patient advocacy
and access to cancer treatment (MOH, 2015c).
4.4.2.2 Coordination
CNCs demonstrate the component of coordination at multiple levels; starting at the
individual patient level, surrounding health professionals, and through to service level.
Practically, this may involve coordinating appointments for patients, services to start,
care planning for transitions, clinics, multi-disciplinary meetings and pathway
modifications (Freijser et al., 2013; Gilbert et al., 2011; Goodwin et al., 2005; Hébert &
Fillion, 2011a, 2011b; Korber et al., 2011; Walsh et al., 2010). Increased coordination
has been visible to NZ health professionals who have noticed improved patient flow
through the diagnostic pathway, including the planning of investigations, since the
introduction of the CNCI (MOH, 2015c). The key component of coordination fulfils
another CNCI success criterion of ‘improving access and timeliness to diagnostic and
treatment services’, which reflects that initial starting remit of the NZ CNCI as being
front of pathway focussed. Despite having coordination in the title, CNCs do not have
the monopoly on this aspect of care. A recent position statement from the Clinical
Oncology Society of Australia (COSA) has clearly identified that coordination is the
responsibility of all health professionals involved in the patients’ cancer care pathway
(2015). However, as this is the titular function of the role, there is the potential for other
health professionals to abdicate their responsibilities in this area.
4.4.2.3 Communication and collaboration
When done well, patient-centred care involves high levels of constant communication
and collaboration from the surrounding health professionals. In this context, patient
centred care refers to a model by Fitch (2008) in which intervention plans are focused on
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and made in collaboration with the patient, where patients’ and healthcare providers
work as partners, sharing a common vision about the goals (Fitch, 2008, cited in (Fillion,
Cook, Veillette, Aubin, et al., 2012)). This facilitates transparency of who is providing
what care leading to efficiencies and a seamless care pathway, not only for the health
system, but most importantly for the patients and families whose own time and resources
should be considered too precious to waste (Fillion, Cook, Veillette, Aubin, et al., 2012).
In order to promote communication and collaboration amongst health professionals,
CNCs often have to cross traditional professional boundaries, such as working between
different specialties and the inpatient/outpatient divide, to integrate the work of others
around a particular focus, in this case the care of the patient with the cancer, a concept
called ‘boundary spanning’, as described by Freijser et al. (2013) and (Howell et al.,
2008) when studying cancer care coordination. The CNCI evaluation demonstrates this
concept of NZ CNCs boundary spanning, via the variety of system improvement projects
and initiatives that CNCs across the country have undertaken with associated health
professionals. This highlights the extensive collaboration required to enact positive
change, demonstrating this is a key component of the work CNCs perform.
4.4.3 Finding three: The nurse
4.4.3.1 Attributes
The attributes of the CNC make up a much smaller proportion of discussion in the
literature than other components of the role. The predominant skill mentioned in this
category is that of advocacy both for individual patients, patient populations as a whole
and for services; other skills mentioned include the ability to critically think, problem
solve and leadership (Brown et al., 2012; Freijser et al., 2013; Goodwin et al., 2005;
Skrutkowski et al., 2011). Arguably it may be said that any health professional would
demonstrate these attributes, therefore in regard to CNCs they would seem a forgone
conclusion. However, the ability to rapidly traverse aspects between key components of
care, seizing the opportunities available to provide care when the best moment for the
patient arises, demonstrates the depth of practice a skilled nurse brings to the role of
CNC. Hence, they are distinct skills that must be recognised as a significant component
of care (CNSA, 2008; Nutt & Hungerford, 2010).
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4.4.3.2 Knowledge and experience
Knowledge and experience are components that result from devoting time to learning,
and are often transferrable from other roles, notably that of the Oncology CNS. The
CNC workforce in the NZ context are highly experienced nurses who work at an
advanced level of practice, with 65% of CNCs having more than 20 years’ experience
and the majority (97%) having more than 11 years, additionally 83% have post-graduate
qualifications (MOH, 2015c, p. 17). While this was one of the smaller groupings in the
thematic analysis of the literature findings, many of the articles that included CNCs as
research participants noted in the demographic sections the vast number of years of
experience the CNCs had (Fillion, Cook, Veillette, Aubin, et al., 2012; Fillion, Cook,
Veillette, de Serres, et al., 2012; Hébert & Fillion, 2011b; Leboeuf et al., 2014). Within
the 2015 evaluation, providers are in agreement that CNCs offer cancer expertise and
leadership, CNCs concur with 98% viewing themselves as demonstrating this key
component (MOH, 2015c). Overall, CNCs view the role as “an advanced cancer nursing
role that has unique patient and whānau centred responsibilities and autonomy to cross
traditional cancer pathway boundaries” (MOH, 2015c, p. 15).
4.4.3.3 Role enablers
Within the articles of the review, role enablers was the least mentioned component,
conversely it is a prominent topic in many articles (Fillion, Cook, Veillette, Aubin, et al.,
2012; Fillion, Cook, Veillette, de Serres, et al., 2012; Fillion et al., 2006; Freijser,
Naccarella, McKenzie, & Krishnasamy, 2013; Korber, Padula, Gray, & Powell, 2011;
Yates, 2004), discussing how to promote the practice of CNC, and this is mentioned in
the evaluation of the NZ CNCI. The CNCI has made significant inroads into improving
the cancer care pathway for both patients and clinicians; however some aspects have
been highlighted as areas for improvement.

This includes role definition and title

clarification; at the outset of the introduction of the CNCI there was confusion across
health professionals and CNCs about the role and how it would align with other
specialist cancer nurse roles (MOH, 2015c, p. 38), and this problem still continues in
some areas. Not all clinicians understand the value of or support the role, with some
nursing colleagues believing that aspects of the CNC role encroach on areas of care that
they provide and seeing the CNCI as threat rather than a benefit (MOH, 2015c). Not all
patients were sure of the CNC role either, with one saying “I think the role of cancer
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nurse needs to be explained more. I didn’t understand that she was there to help. I
didn’t find her particularly helpful when I needed it” (MOH, 2015c, p. 57).

This

sentiment could also be found in the international literature (Korber et al., 2011).
Interestingly, in a nurse navigator survey by Brown et al. (2012), nurses participating
were considered to be in a nurse navigator role, but not all had that (or similar) role/title
designation, indicating that multiple understandings of the role and title is not just an
issue unique to NZ. As Corner (2003) has pointed out, it is not the designation of a
specialised oncology nurse that makes the difference, but the interventions and skills
they have developed that translate into better patient outcomes (cited in Cook et al.,
2013). Meanwhile, the role continues to be poorly understood or appreciated by all
providers in the NZ context, this is in part due to CNCs not covering all tumour streams
in all DHBs, and the uniqueness of travelling across service boundaries with the patient,
rather than being confined to traditional silos. However, qualitative feedback suggests
that the CNCI tended to gain more traction in DHBs where the CNCs report to a
manager with leadership responsibilities across the cancer care pathways, not just one
component of it (MOH, 2015c). There is a growing awareness of the role, as it becomes
more embedded, and CNCs become more confident and articulate in the role, this will
enable buy-in from health professionals and the ability to perform core functions of the
role will become easier. CNCs acknowledge that it has taken time to integrate the role
within existing services; and for many it is only now that traction and incentive amongst
colleagues has been generated in order to implement system change to improve services
(MOH, 2015c).
4.5 Summary of findings
Through comparing the key components of cancer care coordination found from the
international literature contained in this review, to the NZ CNCI using the 2015 CNCI
evaluation, it has been demonstrated that the NZ experience correlates with the
international literature for similar nursing roles. Similar to the international literature,
the patient is at the heart of the role, shown particularly in the component of assessment,
and through the positive patient experience measured in the CNCI evaluation, it is clear
patients also value the role of CNC. Improving the patient journey correlates most
strongly in the second synthesised finding of the system, demonstrating the boundary
spanning that CNC undertake in their role. And with the third finding of the nurse, NZ
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CNCs appear to fare well with the attributes, skills and knowledge they bring to the role;
but it would seem that more work needs to be done in the area of role enablers to support
the role of CNC.
4.6 Strengths, limitations and implications for practice
The following acknowledges the strengths and limitations of the review, and highlights
areas which have implications for practice for the NZ experience of CNC.
4.6.1 Strengths and limitations
All reviews have strengths and limitations which are important to consider when
evaluating the pertinence and relevance of the findings to current practice. The main
points for this review are the study criteria, sources of literature and the CNCI evaluation
bias.
4.6.1.1 Study criteria
The literature has been chosen with inclusion and exclusion criteria that match the
parameters of the CNCI here in NZ in order to provide a body of literature comparable to
NZ. The CNCI focuses on the beginning of the cancer pathway, from referral by GP
with a high suspicion of cancer, through the diagnostic phase and treatment decision
process, usually ending once the patient transitions into the care of the treating team.
Other CNC programmes cover a wider range of the cancer trajectory, with some
literature specifically discusses the nurse assisting the patient transition into survivorship
(Espaza, 2013; Korber et al., 2011; McMullen, 2013), which with the increasing success
of cancer treatment is becoming the new frontier for cancer care. By setting the study
criteria to match that of the NZ CNCI, the review is highly comparable to the NZ
situation, however by excluding literature on the full spectrum of cancer care
coordination it is difficult to say if there are other key components in need of
development for care specific to those further on in the system who are transitioning into
survivorship or palliative care. By excluding literature on the full spectrum of care
coordination from this review, the answer to this can only be speculated.
4.6.1.2 Sources of literature
The majority of articles included in the review are published in Canada, which has a
similar publically-funded health system to NZ, and is approximately ten years ahead of
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NZ with development of cancer nurse coordination programmes. Additionally, Canada
also has a similar respect for indigenous people and approach to health strategies; these
aspects mean literature from Canada is highly relevant to the NZ experience. While the
USA is the birthplace of cancer navigation, starting with the breast cancer navigation
program pioneered by Harold Freeman, the majority of navigation programmes in that
country involve lay navigators, followed by social workers (Cantril & Haylock, 2013).
The development of the sub-specialty of nurse navigators is taking longer to develop,
and as the US-based ONS report by Brown et al. (2012) shows, many nurses whose
primary role is as a navigator have this hidden behind an alternate job title. The reasons
for the lower utilisation of nurses in this role is due to the insurance-driven health care
system, where nurses cost more than untrained lay people. This is quite a different
approach to NZ, and excluded vast amounts of literature during the search process.
Interestingly there was no literature identified in the search strategy from the UK, which
has a similar health system to NZ, in regards to funding and models of care; and is a
potential gap in comparing approaches to cancer care coordination. While the NHS has
identified coordination of care as a priority {Goodwin, 2013), this function is seen as a
whole of system or specifically coming under the remit of the CNS, and is not seen as a
separate specific nursing role. Having literature from countries with similar health
systems is ideal for comparison, but the possibility that alternate methods from other
health systems are excluded remains high.
Further limitations include restricting articles to those published in the English language
and in peer reviewed journals; this excludes articles from a variety of other countries
which utilise nurse coordination for cancer patients, as well as articles describing the
phenomena that have not been submitted to peer-reviewed publications. Restriction of
literature to that of CNC-type roles has narrowed the focus of this dissertation and
prohibited comparison with other nursing roles which may be comprised of similar
components.
4.6.1.3 CNCI evaluation bias
Overall the CNCI evaluation is positive towards the contribution that the CNC role
provides in NZ. However, it should be noted that the evaluation used a survey design,
and this type of methodology is highly open to bias.

The patients and health

professionals selected for the evaluation were those who have had the most contact with
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the initiative, and would be more likely to respond positively to questioning. While this
group are the most qualified to comment, those people who failed to be reached by the
service will not have received an invitation to participate, prompting a large bias to the
results of the evaluation, and these factors need to be kept in mind when reading the
evaluation results.
4.6.2 Implications for practice
The CNCI has recently been implemented and is still in its infancy; therefore the
experience of international programmes in this area helps to provide both direction and
inspiration for the NZ initiative as it moves forward from the implementation phase, and
becomes an embedded part of the cancer care system.

Overall, the NZ CNCI is

concordant with the international literature describing key components of cancer nurse
coordination services.

Areas that have been highlighted for additional focus are:

articulation of role and responsibilities, clarity of patient population, encouragement of
early referrals, and continued evaluations and demonstration of benefits of role.
4.6.2.1 Articulation of role and responsibilities
Many health professionals remain unsure of the remit of the CNC, therefore the ability to
articulate this new subspecialty is crucial to the delineation of this role from that of other
CNS roles. Continued promotion and managerial support is required to move the service
forward, this includes sustained efforts at relationship building with associated health
professionals, and systemically strengthening the remit of the CNC role as an integral
part of the cancer care system. Relationship building with both patients and health
professionals is a crucial aspect of the themes of the patient and the system, underlining
its importance as a key component of the CNC role, not only in the care of patients, but
also in the articulation and sustainability of the CNC role, and in keeping with the remit
of the CNC on the primary task of assisting patients who experience barriers to care.
4.6.2.2 Clarity of patient population
Patients who were triaged as having low need for care coordination with the CNCI
evaluation unsurprisingly had lower ratings of ‘positive patient experience’ in the patient
survey, underlining that this population group are not the target of this initiative and
would have limited if any contact with a CNC. This highlights that low need patients
may perceive they are missing out on a vital service if the role and reason for the CNC
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are not made clear. As noted by Gilbert et al, no one model of patient navigation will
suit every patient and that some patients satisfactorily navigate the system themselves
(2011).

Care pathways, particularly for those who were initially assessed as not

requiring the additional support of a CNC could be made clearer; such as people who
have an uncomplicated diagnostic pathway and single modality of treatment. However,
the ability for re-assessments and access to CNC care as appropriate, regardless of
location on the cancer trajectory, needs to be possible. At inception, the CNCI primarily
focused on newly-diagnosed patients coming into the pathway, through the diagnostic,
treatment decision phases, and onto commencement of treatment. At this point the
patient is often transitioned out of the care of the CNC, due to having a defined treatment
plan and the needs of the patient now met by other existing services. However, this
focus has the potential for patients further along the pathway or exiting the system to not
have the same level of priority, and is at odds with the literature indicating periods of
transition in care are often the most difficult for patients (Fillion et al, 2012). While the
front-of-pathway focus is comparable to many international nurse coordinator services,
there appears to be a growing acknowledgement in the wider literature towards
coordinating patients across the whole cancer care trajectory, including transitioning
patients into palliative care, surveillance or survivorship post active treatment (Espaza,
2013; Korber et al., 2011; McMullen, 2013).
4.6.2.3 Encouragement of early referrals
The CNCI evaluation notes that CNCs receive referrals through a variety of methods,
highlighting the boundary spanning flexibility of the role.

Throughout the wider

literature, it is noted that the earlier in the patients’ journey that they are referred to a
CNC, the more a CNC can assist; it was noted that patients find late referrals frustrating
as it is often early in the cancer pathway that they need the most support (Gilbert et al.,
2011; Hébert & Fillion, 2011b; Howell et al., 2008). More than two thirds of patients
referred to the CNC were referred less than a month after being referred to the DHB
(MOH, 2015c), this sounds impressive but still may not be early enough for complex
cases whose ‘referral’ to the DHB may be an emergency department (ED) presentation
with advanced symptoms, and who would most benefit from the attention of a CNC
within days or even hours of a sudden diagnosis.
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4.6.2.4 Continued evaluations and demonstration of benefits of role
Acceptance of the role will be further enhanced by proving its worth in terms of positive
patient experience and measurable improvements in time to access diagnostics and
treatment. The role was instigated for the specific purpose of improving the care of
those currently experiencing barriers to accessing appropriate health care. In order to
improve the service and for the ongoing targeting of those most in need, it must be
continually evaluated to assess if these aims are being met, as well as why or why not.
4.7 Conclusion
The advanced nursing practice sub-specialty role of cancer nurse coordination is
relatively new to the NZ heath care system, prompting this dissertation to explore the key
components of care coordination for people with cancer performed by nurses in similar
cancer nurse coordination roles. An integrative review of the international literature has
described three main findings of key components of cancer care coordination undertaken
by nurses. These are care given directly to the patient which is individualised to each
patient, interactions the CNC has with the health professionals caring for the same
patient population and the system surrounding them, and aspects relating to that which
support the nurse in the role.
The first synthesised finding described direct care given to individual patients using the
components of practical, emotional, and informational support, combined with building a
therapeutic relationship between patient and nurse. A key tool used was continual
assessment to ascertain the unmet needs of the patient. The second synthesised finding
described the health care system interactions, including the spectrum of health
professionals involved. This component consists of connection between the members of
the health system and improvement on the pathway, coordination of the individual
patients’ care, but also the health professionals involved to provide ‘right care at the right
time’, and communication and collaboration between the health professionals to facilitate
timely care of patients. The third synthesised finding described that of the role of the
nurse. This component consisted of the personal attributes the nurse brought to the role,
the professional knowledge and experience the nurse had developed, and crucially, the
role enablers such as how the system incorporated the role and support from
management and fellow health professionals.
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The main strength and limitation of this review is the inclusion and exclusion criteria
which sort to align with the current CNCI service parameters in NZ. While this meant
the literature reviewed is comparable with the situation in this country, it also provided a
limitation as components from a wider scope of practice in cancer care coordination were
not identified for consideration. A number of areas have arisen as implications for
practice, these include: continued articulation of the role and responsibilities to enhance
understanding amongst health professionals, clarity of the patient population in order that
those who are most in need continue to be targeted for attention, encouragement of
prompt referrals, and that ongoing evaluation and demonstration of benefits of the role
are required to measure that the initiative is focussing on those most in need of the
service.
The second evaluation of the NZ CNCI shows the initiative is beginning to mature as
CNCs develop the role, the existing system integrates the roles into service models, and
the system improvements begin to gain noticeable results. The evaluation data indicates
concordance between key components of service from the NZ experience and that of the
literature amassed in the integrative review for similar roles. The practicing of these key
components benefits the cancer care system and the health professionals working in it,
but ultimately it is for the patients and their families travelling the cancer journey.
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Appendices
Appendix A: The faster cancer treatment programme
Source: New Zealand Cancer Plan: Better, faster cancer care 2015–2018 (MOH, 2014c,
p.6)
The Faster Cancer Treatment (FCT) programme is a key focus of the National Cancer
Programme and the Government has provided additional funding to ensure its successful
implementation.
Prompt treatment is more likely to ensure better outcomes for cancer patients. Lengthy
waiting times can add to the stress on patients and family at an already difficult time, so
it is important that people have a clear expectation of how quickly they can receive
treatment. The FCT programme is designed to reduce waiting times for appointments,
tests and treatment and standardise care pathways for all patients wherever they live.
Key initiatives in the FCT programme include:
The ongoing development of, and service review against, national tumour standards for
ten main tumour types describing the level of service that a person with cancer should
have access to, promoting nationally coordinated and consistent levels of service
provision across the country
A service improvement fund, with funding of $11.2 million over four years made
available to support DHBs to deliver faster cancer treatment. For example, a single point
of access lung cancer clinic is being established in the Northern region that means that
people can have a first specialist assessment and access to diagnostic tests on the same
day
Improving the coverage and functionality of multidisciplinary meetings so that there is
better continuity of care, more patients benefit from a range of expert opinion and there
is less duplication of services
Implementing the Cancer Nurse Coordinator Initiative so that patients who need more
personalised support have access to a specialist nurse.
The Faster Cancer Treatment target: 85% of patients receive their first cancer
treatment (or other management) within 62 days of being referred with a high suspicion
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of cancer and a need to be seen within two weeks, by July 2016 and increasing to 90%
by June 2017. (MOH, 2014c, p.7)
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Appendix B: Cancer nurse coordinator initiative
Source: Cancer Care Coordination (MOH, 2015b)
Cancer patients can be seen by a large number of doctors, nurses and health professionals
during the course of their treatment. They are likely to have multiple hospital
appointments over several months, sometimes in more than one DHB.

All team

members across the range of health services share information and collaborate around
the needs of the patient and family, but some patients or circumstances require more
personalised support to help navigate through the complex cancer pathway.
The cancer nurse coordinator role has been established to provide that focused support
and to ensure the patient’s experience of their cancer care is as smooth as possible. In
Budget 2012 funding was announced to recruit 40 full time cancer nurse coordinators
across the country. Since then every DHB has appointed cancer nurse co-ordinators, with
up to 60 specialist nurses now working in full and part time roles.
Independent evaluation of the role is underway and the initial report shows very positive
feedback from patients and other health professionals.
This new role focuses on those patients who are most in need of more targeted support,
as well as acting as a specialist resource for colleagues and a hub for information-sharing
across the multidisciplinary team.
Cancer nurse coordinators provide a single point of contact for patients and families who
need advocacy, advice and support at any stage of cancer treatment. The nurse role
varies according to the community they look after, but one of their most important
functions is to provide the education and information that ensures patients get the
greatest benefit from their care and treatment.
They act as a patient advocate, linking in with the many other health professionals the
cancer patient comes into contact with in different services. They also provide specialist
advice and care with common problems such as pain and nausea, as well as providing
emotional support.
Source :Faster Cancer Treatment: The New Zealand cancer nurse coordinator initiative
http://www.health.govt.nz/our-work/diseases-and-conditions/cancer-programme/fastercancer-treatment-programme/faster-cancer-treatment-new-zealand-cancer-nurse-
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coordinator-initiative Updated Page last updated: 23 January 2015 – information is now
not the same


Generalist: specialist nurses focused on care coordination for all cancer patients in
the region.



Tumour stream: specialist nurses responsible for care of patents in a particular
tumour stream or by working alongside a clinical nurse specialist within a tumour
stream.



Population focus: specialist nurses focused on reducing barriers to care through
working with a specific group such as Māori, Pacific Island and Asian patients.



Systems approach: the focus of these roles is systems improvement in key areas of
care that support coordination, such as equity, multi-disciplinary care and supportive
care.

Cancer Nurse Coordinators: (MOH, 2015b)


Improve patient care through supporting timely diagnosis and initiation of treatment



Identify barriers or gaps in existing services and possible solutions



Empower patients and families, are a first point of call at all stages of treatment and
are available to answer any questions patients and their families might have



Are focussed on patients requiring additional support, ensuring these patients don’t
fall through the gaps



Work as part of the cancer treatment team, linking with the various health
professionals cancer patients come into contact with across different services to
ensure streamlined care

National Nurse Lead: A national nurse lead ensures a strategic and consistent approach
to implementation of the cancer nurse coordinator roles. She also provides professional
support to the workforce.
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Appendix C: Example of a database search report
EMBASE (Ovid) Date: 18/10/15
Search string:
(Cancer OR Malignancy OR Neoplasm OR Oncology) .ti.
AND (Care coordinat* OR Case management OR Coordinat* OR Navigat*) .ab.
AND (Nurse OR Cancer nurse OR Nurse coordinat* OR Nurse navigat* OR Oncolog*
nurse OR Pivot nurse OR Registered nurse) .ti.
AND (Key component OR Characteristic OR Competenc* OR Component OR
Intervention OR Role OR Task) .ab.
NOT (Palliative OR Child* OR Pe?diatric) .ab.
Limits: English language, published 2005-current, full text available
Articles:
1. Baliski C., McGahan C.E., Liberto C.M., Broughton S., Ellard S., Taylor M., et al.
(2014). Influence of nurse navigation on wait times for breast cancer care in a
Canadian regional cancer center. American Journal of Surgery, 207, 686-691.
doi:10.1016/j.amjsurg.2014.01.002
2. Eaton-Smith M.. (2014). Assisting cancer management by reducing and avoiding
hospital admissions: The Nurse Practitioner's role in the management of malignant
pleural effusion. Lung Cancer, 83, S41. doi:10.1016/S0169-5002%2814%2970113-8
3. Eley R.M., Rogers-Clark C. & Murray K.. (2008). The value of a breast care nurse in
supporting rural and remote cancer patients in Queensland. Cancer nursing, 31(6),
E10-18.
Retrieved
from
http://ovidsp.ovid.com/ovidweb.cgi?T=JS&PAGE=reference&D=emed8&NEWS=N
&AN=18987503.
4. Eley R.M., Rogers-Clark C. & Murray K.. (2008). The value of a breast care nurse in
supporting rural and remote cancer patients in Queensland. Cancer Nursing, 31,
E10-E18. doi:10.1097/01.NCC.0000339246.60700.cf
5. Galligan M. & Lee T.. (2010). Development of the new nurse orientation program for
the hematology/oncology/bone marrow transplant inpatient unit at Beth Israel
Deaconess medical center. Biology of Blood and Marrow Transplantation, 16, S325.
doi:10.1016/j.bbmt.2009.12.509
6. Garrett L. & Roobol G.. (2011). Breast nurse navigator role impacts cancer patients
and the health care team. American Journal of Clinical Oncology: Cancer Clinical
Trials, 34, 549. doi:10.1097/COC.0b013e31822c4d52
7. Hopkins M. & Andersen J.. (2010). Breast cancer consultation service: A nurse
navigator based community model. American Journal of Clinical Oncology: Cancer
Clinical Trials, 33, 524-525. doi:10.1097/COC.0b013e3181efb7df
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8. Ludman E.J., McCorkle R., Bowles E.A., Rutter C.M., Chubak J., Tuzzio L., et al.
(2015). Do depressed newly diagnosed cancer patients differentially benefit from
nurse
navigation?.
General
Hospital
Psychiatry,
37,
236-239.
doi:10.1016/j.genhosppsych.2015.02.008
9. Tod A.M., Redman J., McDonnell A., White J. & Borthwick D.. (2014). The impact
of lung cancer nurse specialists on access to anti-cancer treatment implications for
the Multidisciplinary Team (MDT). Lung Cancer, 83, S45. doi:10.1016/S01695002%2814%2970126-6
10. Wagner E.H., Ludman E.J., Aiello Bowles E.J., Penfold R., Reid R.J., Rutter C.M.,
et al. (2014). Nurse navigators in early cancer care: A randomized, controlled trial.
Journal of Clinical Oncology, 32, 12-18. doi:10.1200/JCO.2013.51.7359
11. Wagner E.H., Ludman E.J., Aiello Bowles E.J., Penfold R., Reid R.J., Rutter C.M.,
et al. (2014). Nurse navigators in early cancer care: a randomized, controlled trial.
Journal of clinical oncology : official journal of the American Society of Clinical
Oncology,
32(1),
12-18.
Retrieved
from
http://ovidsp.ovid.com/ovidweb.cgi?T=JS&PAGE=reference&D=emed12&NEWS=
N&AN=24276777.
12. Young J.M., Butow P.N., Walsh J., Durcinoska I., Dobbins T.A., Rodwell L., et al.
(2013). Multicenter randomized trial of centralized nurse-led telephone-based care
coordination to improve outcomes after surgical resection for colorectal cancer: the
CONNECT intervention. Journal of clinical oncology : official journal of the
American
Society
of
Clinical
Oncology,
31,
3585-3591.
doi:10.1200/JCO.2012.48.1036
13. Young J.M., Butow P.N., Walsh J., Durcinoska I., Dobbins T.A., Rodwell L., et al.
(2013). Multicenter randomized trial of centralized nurse-led telephone-based care
coordination to improve outcomes after surgical resection for colorectal cancer: the
CONNECT intervention. Journal of clinical oncology : official journal of the
American Society of Clinical Oncology, 31(28), 3585-3591. Retrieved from
http://ovidsp.ovid.com/ovidweb.cgi?T=JS&PAGE=reference&D=emed12&NEWS=
N&AN=24002519.
14. Zibrik K., Laskin J.J. & Ho C.. (2015). Implementation of lung cancer nurse
coordinator significantly enhances patient care and delivery of appropriate
chemotherapy. Journal of Clinical Oncology, 33(15 SUPPL. 1) Retrieved from
http://ovidsp.ovid.com/ovidweb.cgi?T=JS&PAGE=reference&D=emed13&NEWS=
N&AN=72014259.
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Appendix D: Databases searched
Database

Date

Limits used

Total

CINAHL

07/10/15

(Cancer OR Malignancy OR Neoplasm OR Oncology)
AND (Care coordination OR Case management OR Coordination OR Navigation OR Pivot)
AND (Nurse OR Advanced practice nurse OR Cancer nurse OR Nurse specialist OR Oncologic nurse OR Pivot nurse OR Registered
nurse) AND (Key components OR Aspects OR Characteristics OR Competencies OR Components OR Core OR Interventions OR Role
OR Tasks)
Limits – English language, published in an academic journal, publication date 2005-2015
(Cancer OR Malignancy OR Neoplasm OR Oncology) .af.
AND (Care coordinat* OR Case management OR Coordinat* OR Navigat*) .af.
AND (Nurse OR Cancer nurse OR Nurse coordinat* OR Nurse navigat* OR Oncolog* nurse OR Pivot nurse OR Registered nurse) .af.
AND (Key component OR Characteristic OR Competenc* OR Component OR Intervention OR Role OR Task) .af.
NOT (Palliative OR Child* OR Pe?diatric) .af.
Limits: English language, published 2005-current, full text available
(Cancer OR Malignancy OR Neoplasm OR Oncology) .ab.
AND (Care coordinat* OR Case management OR Coordinat* OR Navigat*) .ab.
AND (Nurse OR Cancer nurse OR Nurse coordinat* OR Nurse navigat* OR Oncolog* nurse OR Pivot nurse OR Registered nurse) .ab.
AND (Key component OR Characteristic OR Competenc* OR Component OR Intervention OR Role OR Task) .ab.
NOT (Palliative OR Child* OR Pe?diatric) .ab.
Limits: English language, published 2005-current, full text available, journal article
(Cancer OR Malignancy OR Neoplasm OR Oncology) .af.
AND (Care coordinat* OR Case management OR Coordinat* OR Navigat*) .af.
AND (Nurse OR Cancer nurse OR Nurse coordinat* OR Nurse navigat* OR Oncolog* nurse OR Pivot nurse OR Registered nurse) .af.
AND (Key component OR Characteristic OR Competenc* OR Component OR Intervention OR Role OR Task) .af.
NOT (Palliative OR Child* OR Pe?diatric) .af.
Limits: English language, published 2005-current, full text available
(Cancer OR Malignancy OR Neoplasm OR Oncology) .ab.
AND (Care coordinat* OR Case management OR Coordinat* OR Navigat*) .ab.
AND (Nurse OR Cancer nurse OR Nurse coordinat* OR Nurse navigat* OR Oncolog* nurse OR Pivot nurse OR Registered nurse) .ab.
AND (Key component OR Characteristic OR Competenc* OR Component OR Intervention OR Role OR Task) .ab.
NOT (Palliative OR Child* OR Pe?diatric) .ab.

56

18/10/15

18/10/15

EMBASE

15/10/15

15/10/15

49

19

107

107

77

15/10/15

18/10/15

Medline

18/10/15

OVID

13/10/15

13/10/15

Limits: English language, published 2005-current, full text available
(Cancer OR Malignancy OR Neoplasm OR Oncology) .kw.
AND (Care coordinat* OR Case management OR Coordinat* OR Navigat*) .kw.
AND (Nurse OR Cancer nurse OR Nurse coordinat* OR Nurse navigat* OR Oncolog* nurse OR Pivot nurse OR Registered nurse) .kw.
AND (Key component OR Characteristic OR Competenc* OR Component OR Intervention OR Role OR Task) .kw.
NOT (Palliative OR Child* OR Pe?diatric) .ab.
Limits: English language, published 2005-current, full text available
(Cancer OR Malignancy OR Neoplasm OR Oncology) .ti.
AND (Care coordinat* OR Case management OR Coordinat* OR Navigat*) .ab.
AND (Nurse OR Cancer nurse OR Nurse coordinat* OR Nurse navigat* OR Oncolog* nurse OR Pivot nurse OR Registered nurse) .ti.
AND (Key component OR Characteristic OR Competenc* OR Component OR Intervention OR Role OR Task) .ab.
NOT (Palliative OR Child* OR Pe?diatric) .ab.
Limits: English language, published 2005-current, full text available
(Cancer OR Malignancy OR Neoplasm OR Oncology) ab.
AND (Care coordinat* OR Case management OR Coordinat* OR Navigat*) .ab.
AND (Nurse OR Cancer nurse OR Nurse coordinat* OR Nurse navigat* OR Oncolog* nurse OR Pivot nurse OR Registered nurse) .ab.
AND (Key component OR Characteristic OR Competenc* OR Component OR Intervention OR Role OR Task) .ab.
NOT (Palliative OR Child* OR Pe?diatric) .ab.
Limits: English language, published 2005-current, full text available
(Cancer OR Malignancy OR Neoplasm OR Oncology)
AND (“Care coordinat*” OR “Case management” OR Coordinat* OR Navigat*)
AND (Nurse OR “Cancer nurse” OR “Nurse coordinat*” OR “Nurse navigat*” OR “Oncolog* nurse” OR “Pivot nurse” OR “Registered
nurse”)
AND (“Key component” OR Characteristic OR Competenc* OR Component OR Intervention OR Role OR Task)
NOT Palliative OR Child* OR Pe?diatric
(Cancer OR Malignancy OR Neoplasm OR Oncology)
AND (“Care coordinat*” OR “Case management” OR Coordinat* OR Navigat*)
AND (Nurse OR “Cancer nurse” OR “Nurse coordinat*” OR “Nurse navigat*” OR “Oncolog* nurse” OR “Pivot nurse” OR “Registered
nurse”)
AND (“Key component” OR Characteristic OR Competenc* OR Component OR Intervention OR Role OR Task)
NOT Palliative OR Child* OR Pe?diatric
Limits: English language, published 2005-2015

0

14

24

30

23

78

ProQuest
Central

09/10/15

09/10/15

PsychInfo

09/10/15

PubMed

09/10/15

09/10/15

09/10/15

(Cancer OR Malignan* OR Neoplasm OR Oncolog*) (Abstract)
AND (Care coordinat* OR Case manag* OR Coordinat* OR Navigat*) (Abstract)
AND (Nurse OR Cancer nurse OR Nurse coordinator OR Nurse navigator OR Oncology nurse OR Pivot nurse OR Registered nurse)
(Abstract)
AND (Characteristics OR Competencies OR Components OR Interventions OR Role OR Tasks) (Abstract)
NOT (Palliative OR Child* OR Pe?diatric) (Abstract)
(Cancer OR Malignan* OR Neoplasm OR Oncolog*) (Subject)
AND (“Care coordinat*” OR “Case manag*” OR Coordinat* OR Navigat*) (Abstract)
AND (Nurse OR “Cancer nurse” OR “Nurse coordinator” OR “Nurse navigator” OR “Oncology nurse” OR “Pivot nurse” OR
“Registered nurse”) (Abstract)
AND (Characteristics OR Competencies OR Components OR Interventions OR Role OR Tasks) (Abstract)
NOT (Palliative OR Child* OR Pe?diatric) (Abstract)
Limits – Scholarly journal, Publication 2005-2015, English language, full text and peer reviewed
(Cancer OR Malignan* OR Neoplasm OR Oncolog*) (Abstract)
AND (Care coordinat* OR Case manag* OR Coordinat* OR Navigat*) (Abstract)
AND (Nurse OR Cancer nurse OR Nurse coordinator OR Nurse navigator OR Oncology nurse OR Pivot nurse OR Registered nurse)
(Abstract)
AND (Characteristics OR Competencies OR Components OR Interventions OR Role OR Tasks) (Abstract)
NOT (Palliative OR Child* OR Pe?diatric) (Abstract)
(Cancer OR Malignancy OR Neoplasm OR Oncology) AND (Care coordination OR Case management OR Coordination OR Navigation)
AND (Nurse OR Cancer nurse OR Nurse coordinator OR Nurse navigator OR Oncology nurse OR Pivot nurse OR Registered nurse)
AND (Key components OR Characteristics OR Competencies OR Components OR Interventions OR Role OR Tasks)

250

(Cancer OR Malignancy OR Neoplasm OR Oncology) AND (“Care coordination” OR “Case management” OR Coordination OR
Navigation) AND (Nurse OR “Cancer nurse” OR “Nurse coordinator” OR “Nurse navigator” OR “Oncology nurse” OR “Pivot nurse”
OR “Registered nurse”) AND (“Key components” OR Characteristics OR Competencies OR Components OR Interventions OR Role OR
Tasks)
(Cancer OR Malignancy OR Neoplasm OR Oncology) (Title/abstract)
AND (“Care coordination” OR “Case management” OR Coordinat* OR Navigat*) (Title/abstract)
AND (Nurse OR “Cancer nurse” OR “Nurse coordinator” OR “Nurse navigator” OR “Oncology nurse” OR “Pivot nurse” OR
“Registered nurse”) (Title/abstract)
AND (“Key components” OR Characteristics OR Competencies OR Components OR Interventions OR Role OR Tasks) (Title/abstract)
NOT (Palliative OR Child* OR Pediatric) (Title/abstract)

172

33

18

318

51

79

NOT (Economic OR Telephone OR phone) (Title/abstract)
Limits - English language, published 2005-2015, Journal Article, Full text available

18/10/15

(Cancer OR Malignancy OR Neoplasm OR Oncology) ti/ab.
AND (Care coordinat* OR Case management OR Coordinat* OR Navigat*) .ti/ab.
AND (Nurse OR Cancer nurse OR Nurse coordinat* OR Nurse navigat* OR Oncolog* nurse OR Pivot nurse OR Registered nurse) .ti/ab.
AND (Key component OR Characteristic OR Competenc* OR Component OR Intervention OR Role OR Task) .ti/ab.
NOT (Palliative OR Child* OR Pe?diatric) .ti/ab.

125

18/10/15

(Cancer OR Malignancy OR Neoplasm OR Oncology) ti/ab.
AND (Care coordinat* OR Case management OR Coordinat* OR Navigat*) .ti/ab.
AND (Nurse OR Cancer nurse OR Nurse coordinat* OR Nurse navigat* OR Oncolog* nurse OR Pivot nurse OR Registered nurse) .ti/ab.
AND (Key component OR Characteristic OR Competenc* OR Component OR Intervention OR Role OR Task) .ti/ab.
NOT (Palliative OR Child* OR Pe?diatric) .ti/ab.
Limits – English, published in the last 10 years, full text
(Cancer OR Malignancy OR Neoplasm OR Oncology) ab.
AND (Care coordinat* OR Case management OR Coordinat* OR Navigat*) .ab.
AND (Nurse OR Cancer nurse OR Nurse coordinat* OR Nurse navigat* OR Oncolog* nurse OR Pivot nurse OR Registered nurse) .ab.
AND (Key component OR Characteristic OR Competenc* OR Component OR Intervention OR Role OR Task) .ab.
NOT (Palliative OR Child* OR Pe?diatric) .ab.
Limits: Published 2005-current

24

(Cancer OR Malignan* OR Neoplasm OR Oncolog*) ab.
AND (Care coordinat* OR Case management OR Coordinat* OR Navigat*) .ab.
AND (Nurse OR Cancer nurse OR Nurse coordinat* OR Nurse navigat* OR Oncolog* nurse OR Pivot nurse OR Registered nurse) .ab.
AND (Key component OR Characteristic OR Competenc* OR Component OR Intervention OR Role OR Task) .ab.
NOT (Palliative OR Child* OR Pe?diatric) .ab.
Limits – English, published 2005-2015, full text

114

Scopus

18/10/15

All
available on
Ovid

18/10/15

16

80

18/10/15

(Cancer OR Malignan* OR Neoplasm OR Oncolog*) ti.
AND (Care coordinat* OR Case management OR Coordinat* OR Navigat*) .ab.
AND (Nurse OR Cancer nurse OR Nurse coordinat* OR Nurse navigat* OR Oncolog* nurse OR Pivot nurse OR Registered nurse) .ti.
AND (Key component OR Characteristic OR Competenc* OR Component OR Intervention OR Role OR Task) .ab.
NOT (Palliative OR Child* OR Pe?diatric) .ab.
Limits – English, published 2005-2015, full text
Google Scholar – not used care of unable to define or refine search stream specifically enough to limit outcomes.
Database
CINAHL
EMBASE
Medline
OVID
ProQuest Central
PsychInfo
PubMed
Scopus
Total =

31

19
14
24
23
33
18
24
16
171
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Appendix E: Table of excluded articles
1
2

3

4
5
6

7

Author
Braun et al. (2012)
Cancer patient navigator tasks across the cancer care continuum
Carroll et al. (2010)
Patients’ experiences with navigation for cancer care

Methodology Reason for Exclusion
Qualitative
Main subject is lay navigators, not specific to nurses
coordinators
Quantitative
Inclusion of lay navigators, does not clearly
differentiate between lay or professional when
discussing results.
Horner et al. (2013)
Quantitative
Part of a larger study group, poorly written as a
An oncology nurse navigator program designed to eliminate gaps in
standalone article, failed quality appraisal.
early cancer care
May, Woldhuis, Taylor, and McCahill (2014)
Qualitative
Covers implementation/start-up of role, does not
Gastrointestinal nurse navigation: implementation of a novel role.
look at specific tasks of nurse coordination role
McPhillips et al. (2015)
Qualitative
Discussion of differences in general, not function
The role of a nurse specialist in a modern lung-cancer service
specific.
Parker et al. (2010)
Qualitative
Study of lay navigator programme, not specific to
Patient navigation: development of a protocol for describing what
nurse coordination
navigators do
Vargas, Ryan, Jackson, Rodriguez, and Freeman (2008)
Qualitative
Inclusion of lay navigators, not specific to nurse
Characteristics of the original patient navigation programs to
coordinators
reduce disparities in the diagnosis and treatment of breast cancer

82

Appendix F: Quality appraisal tools
Qualitative (QARI)
Title:
__________________________________________________________________
Authors:
__________________________________________________________________
Date & reviewer:
__________________________________________________________________
Question
Yes No
Unclear N/A
1. Congruity between the stated philosophical
perspective and the research methodology
2. Congruity between the research methodology and the
research question or objectives
3. Congruity between the research methodology and the
methods used to collect data
4. Congruity between the research methodology and the
representation and analysis of data
5. There is congruence between the research
methodology and the interpretation of results
6. Locating the researcher culturally or theoretically
7. Influence of the researcher on the research, and viceversa, is addressed
8. Representation of participants and their voices
9. Ethical approval by an appropriate body
10. Relationship of conclusions to analysis, or
interpretation of the data
Overall appraisal: INCLUDE / EXCLUDE / SEEK FURTHER INFO
Comments (including reason for exclusion):

(JBI, 2015)

83

Quantitative (MAStARI)
Randomised and quasi-randomised controlled trials
Title:
_____________________________________________________________________
Authors:
_____________________________________________________________________
Date & reviewer:
_____________________________________________________________________
Question
Yes No
Unclear
1. Is the assignment to treatment groups truly random?
2. Are participants blinded to treatment allocation?
3. Is allocation to treatment groups concealed from the
allocator?
4. Are the outcomes of people who withdrew described and
included in the analysis?
5. Are those assessing the outcomes blind to the treatment
allocation?
6. Are the control and treatment groups comparable at entry?
7. Are groups treated identically other than for the named
intervention?
8. Are outcomes measured in the same way for all groups?
9. Are outcomes measured in a reliable way?
10. Is appropriate statistical analysis used?
Overall appraisal: INCLUDE / EXCLUDE / SEEK FURTHER INFO
Comments (including reason for exclusion):

(JBI, 2015)

84

Quantitative (MAStARI)
Cohort (with control)/case-controlled studies
Title:
_____________________________________________________________________
Authors:
_____________________________________________________________________
Date & reviewer:
_____________________________________________________________________
Question
Yes No
Unclear
1. Is the sample representative of patients in the population as a
whole?
2. Are the patients at a similar point in the course of their
condition/illness?
3. Has bias been minimized in relation to selection of cases and
controls?
4. Are confounding factors identified and strategies to deal with
them stated?
5. Are outcomes assessed using objective criteria?
6. Is follow-up carried out over a sufficient time period?
7. Are the outcomes of people who withdrew described and
included in the analysis?
8. Are outcomes measured in a reliable way?
9. Is appropriate statistical analysis used?
Overall appraisal: INCLUDE / EXCLUDE / SEEK FURTHER INFO
Comments (including reason for exclusion):

(JBI, 2015)
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Quantitative (MAStARI)
Descriptive/case-series
Title:
_____________________________________________________________________
Authors:
_____________________________________________________________________
Date & reviewer:
_____________________________________________________________________
Question
Yes No
Unclear
1. Is the study based on a random or pseudo-random sample?
2. Are the criteria for inclusion in the sample clearly defined?
3. Are confounding factors identified and strategies to deal with
them stated?
4. Are outcomes assessed using objective criteria?
5. If comparisons are being made, is there sufficient description
of groups?
6. Is follow-up carried out over a sufficient time period?
7. Are the outcomes of people who withdraw described and
included in the analysis?
8. Are outcomes measured in a reliable way?
9. Is appropriate statistical analysis used?
Overall appraisal: INCLUDE / EXCLUDE / SEEK FURTHER INFO
Comments (including reason for exclusion):

(JBI, 2015)

86

Textual (NOTARI)
Title:
_____________________________________________________________________
Authors:
_____________________________________________________________________
Date & reviewer:
_____________________________________________________________________
Question
Yes No
Unclear
1. Is the source of opinion clearly identified?
2. Does the source of opinion have standing in the field of
expertise?
3. Are the interests of patients/clients the central focus of the
opinion?
4. Is the opinion’s basis in logic/experience clearly argued?
5. Is the argument that has been developed analytical? Is the
opinion the result of an analytical process drawing on
experience or the literature?
6. Is there reference to the extant literature/evidence and any
incongruence with it logically defended?
7. Is the opinion supported by peers?
Overall appraisal: INCLUDE / EXCLUDE / SEEK FURTHER INFO
Comments (including reason for exclusion):

(JBI, 2015)
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Appendix G: Data extraction tools
Qualitative (QARI)
Article no:

Date of review

Article title
Authors
Journal
Method

Qualitative (QARI) -

Phenomena of
interest
Participants
Setting
Geographical
Cultural
Logic of argument
Data analysis
Authors conclusions
Reviewers comments
Evidence

Unequivocal / credible / unsupported

Level
(JBI, 2015)

88

Quantitative (MAStARI)
Article no:

Date of review

Article title
Authors
Journal
Method

Quantitative (MAStARI) -

Intervention A
Intervention B
Participants
Setting
Geographical
Cultural
Logic of argument
Data analysis
Authors conclusions
Reviewers comments
Evidence

Unequivocal / credible / unsupported

Level
(JBI, 2015)

89

Textual (NOTARI)
Article no:

Date of review

Article title
Authors
Journal
Type of Text

Textual (NOTARI) -

Stated allegiance /
position
Participants
Setting
Geographical
Cultural
Logic of argument
Data analysis
Authors conclusions
Reviewers comments
Evidence

Unequivocal / credible / unsupported

Level
(JBI, 2015)
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Appendix H: Completed data extraction forms
Article no:
Article title
Authors
Journal
Method
Intervention A
Intervention B
Participants
Setting
Geographical
Cultural
Logic of
argument
Data analysis
Authors
conclusions
Reviewers
comments
Evidence

1
30/11/2015
Date of review
Oncology nurse navigator role delineation study: An oncology nursing society report.
Brown et al. (2012)
Clinical Journal of Oncology Nursing
Quantitative (MAStARI) – Survey, Likert-type scales.
NA
NA
Nurses working as ONN = 330 (response rate = 50%)
Suburban 62%, urban 26%, rural 12%
USA (+ 3 x Canadians, 1 x Australian)
96% Female, 95% Caucasian, 74% >45 years
Clear

Article no:
Article title
Authors
Journal
Type of Text

2
22/11/2015
Date of review
Core areas of practice and associated competencies for nurses working as professional cancer navigators
Cook et al. (2013)
Canadian Oncology Nursing Journal
Textual (NOTARI) – Expert opinion

Method not stated
The study clearly defined tasks that are very specific to the ONN role: however the overlap in knowledge with the general
oncology nurse role needs to be explored.
Created a list of the top role components, as rated by respondents. These come under the three headings of tasks, knowledge
areas and skills. Content was devised by an advisory committee, with options
Unequivocal / credible / unsupported
4b
Level
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Stated allegiance
/ position
Participants
Setting
Geographical
Cultural
Logic of
argument
Data analysis
Authors
conclusions
Reviewers
comments
Evidence
Article no:
Article title
Authors
Journal
Method
Phenomena of
interest
Participants
Setting
Geographical

Cancer navigators improve patient and family empowerment, and continuity of care.
Experts included - professional navigators, their managers and nursing experts familiar with oncology and navigation.
Navigation programmes
Canada
Not stated
Clear
Conducted a literature review, mapped navigator functions against practice standards and competencies, then validated this
mapping process with experts, and a comparison of roles in similar navigation programs.
Defined three core areas of practice for professional navigators, essential for the achievement of continuity of care and patient
empowerment.
Nursing competencies were linked to three core areas of navigation practice: providing information and education, providing
emotional and supportive care, and facilitating coordination and continuity of care.
Unequivocal / credible / unsupported
5
Level
3
18/11/2015
Date of review
Professional navigation framework: elaboration and validation in a Canadian context.
Fillion, Cook, Veillette, Aubin, de Serres, Rainville, and Doll (2012)
Oncology Nursing Forum
Qualitative (QARI) – Interviews (49), focus groups (10) and formal consultation (13)
Elaboration, refinement and validation of a professional navigation framework
Patients with cancer and their families (18), patient navigators (26), and associated health professionals (56)
Hospital and community based services
Canada - Nova Scotia and Quebec
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Cultural
Logic of
argument
Data analysis
Authors
conclusions
Reviewers
comments
Evidence
Article no:
Article title
Authors
Journal
Method
Phenomena of
interest
Participants
Setting
Geographical
Cultural
Logic of
argument
Data analysis
Authors

Not stated
Clear
Thematic analysis of empirical data, with validation by an iterative-consultative process involving consultation with experts in
the field.
The framework brings clarity to the role and functions of professional navigators and suggests relevant outcomes for program
evaluations.
The framework lists functions under bi-dimensional concepts: facilitation of continuity of care (health system orientated), and
promotion of patients and family empowerment (patient orientated). Clear explanation of framework and validation of same.
Unequivocal / credible / unsupported
3
Level
4
16/11/2015
Date of review
Professional navigation: a comparative study of two Canadian models
Fillion, Cook, Veillette, de Serres, Aubin, Rainville, and Doll, (2012)
Canadian Oncology Nursing Journal
Qualitative (QARI) – interviews (49) and focus groups (10)
To better understand professional navigation by comparing two navigation programs
Navigators (26), Patients & family (18), associated HPs (56)
Hospital-based versus Community-based
Canada, Nova Scotia and Quebec
Not stated
Clear, conclusion supported
Thematic
Although the models are different, results show that professional navigators in both programs perform similar functions and

93

conclusions
Reviewers
comments

Evidence
Article no:
Article title
Authors
Journal
Method
Phenomena of
interest
Participants
Setting
Geographical
Cultural
Logic of
argument
Data analysis
Authors
conclusions
Reviewers
comments

face similar challenges, highlighting the complexity and value of cancer navigation.
Differences attributed to physical set-up/location. Role of the navigators covered continuity of care (information,
management, relationships), and patient and family empowerment (coping, self-management, supportive care). Small number
of participants from Nova Scotia. Interview guide included as appendix. Question as to whether the data used in this article is
the same data set used in Article 3, but examined from a different perspective.
Unequivocal / credible / unsupported
3
Level
5
16/11/2015
Date of review
Implementing the role of patient-navigator nurse at a university hospital centre.
Fillion et al. (2006)
Canadian Oncology Nursing Journal
Qualitative (QARI) – Interviews before, during, and one year post implementation.
To profile the role and functions of an oncology patient-navigator nurse (OPN) and the preliminary phases to implement the
role within an existing oncology team.
Patients with Head and Neck cancer (19), their families (15), hospital-based health professionals (47), community based health
professionals (21)
Tertiary level hospital (regional referral centre for head and neck cancer)
Canada, Quebec
Unstated
Clear
Intra-group analysis, using a framework
The implementation process justifies the OPN’s role and suggests several procedures to be taken into account when adding
one such stakeholder to a multidisciplinary team.
Significant work was done prior to rolling out programme i.e. ‘paving the way’. Theme throughout of improved
communication, not only with patients/families, but also between the different health professionals.
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Evidence
Article no:
Article title
Authors
Journal
Method
Phenomena of
interest
Participants
Setting
Geographical
Cultural
Logic of
argument
Data analysis
Authors
conclusions

Reviewers
comments

Patients/families – support, time, information, communication and a helping relationship.
Hospital HPs – improved coordination, standardisation, patient centred care.
Community HPS – resource person, improved coordination.
Unequivocal / credible / unsupported
3
Level
6
21/11/2015
Date of review
Cancer care coordination: building a platform for the development of care coordination and ongoing evaluation
Freijser et al. (2013)
Australian Journal of Primary Health
Qualitative (QARI) – email questionnaire or semi-structured interview (either face to face or via telephone)
To clarify assumptions underpinning Nurse Cancer Care Coordinator (NCCC) roles and provide a basis for ongoing
evaluation.
Researcher and policy makers (16), patients (2), nurse coordinators (6)
Hospital based outpatient services
Australia
Not stated
Clear
Thematic
This study highlights the diversity of the roles and responsibilities performed by the NCCC depending on the context in which
they work. A one-size fits all approach to conceptualising these roles fails to capture the reality that NCCC roles are often
implemented in vastly different settings, and address fragmentation at different levels of the system, and across inter/intra
organisational boundaries.
Coordinators worked at three levels – individual patient, service/team, and systems. Noted that role development heavily
influenced by existing system, where the service was based, funding arrangements, and needs of the greater cancer patient
population. Lists tasks associated with each level of care. High degree of variation between individual roles, but only a small
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Evidence
Article no:
Article title
Authors
Journal
Method
Phenomena of
interest
Participants
Setting
Geographical
Cultural
Logic of
argument
Data analysis
Authors
conclusions

number of participants in study.
Unequivocal / credible / unsupported

Level

3

7
21/11/2015
Date of review
Nurses as patient navigators in cancer diagnosis: review, consultation and model design
Gilbert et al. (2011)
European Journal of Cancer Care
Qualitative (QARI) – focus groups (held via conference calls) and telephone interviews
To explore patient navigation and its role during the diagnostic phase of cancer care
Patient navigators, physicians, managers and programme managers (16)
Multiple models of care
Canada – Ontario, Nova Scotia and Manitoba
Not stated
Clear

Evidence

Content analysis
Patient care during the diagnostic phase requires various levels of navigation, according to individual informational, physical
and psychosocial needs. Identifying individuals who require more support – whether physical or psychosocial – during the
diagnostic phase is of crucial importance.
Four themes emerged: Coordination of care, improving patient outcomes, creating partnerships and system improvement.
Thorough discussion of literature review, however, little detail around participants and very brief discussion of the
interview/discussion group outcomes,
Unequivocal / credible / unsupported
3
Level

Article no:

8

Reviewers
comments

Date of review

22/11/2015
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Article title
Authors
Journal
Method
Phenomena of
interest
Participants
Setting
Geographical
Cultural
Logic of
argument
Data analysis
Authors
conclusions
Reviewers
comments
Evidence
Article no:
Article title
Authors

Gaining a better understanding of the support function of oncology nurse navigators from their own perspective and that of
people living with cancer: Part 1.
Hébert and Fillion (2011a)
Canadian Oncology Nursing Journal
Qualitative (QARI) – semi-directed interviews
To better understand the oncology nurse navigator (ONN) support function from the perspective of individuals living with
cancer
Patients with cancer (5)
Hospital-based model
Canada, Quebec
Patients aged 50-62 years
Clear
Content analysis, mapped to a framework
The participants expressed support needs at all levels regarding the ONN particularly in the emotional (56%) and
informational areas. Moreover results suggest that symptom management (physical area) and all-round coordination (care
interventions, appointments, exams, practitioners) in the practical area are paramount throughout the care trajectory.
Part of a larger research project (see Part 2, also included in this review). Very small sample size. Uses Fitches (1994)
Supportive care model, mapping support needs to the categories of emotional, informational, practical, physical, psychosocial
and spiritual.
Unequivocal / credible / unsupported
3
Level
9
24/11/2015
Date of review
Gaining a better understanding of the support function of oncology nurse navigators from their own perspective and that of
people living with cancer: Part 2.
Hébert and Fillion (2011b)
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Journal
Method
Phenomena of
interest
Participants
Setting
Geographical
Cultural
Logic of
argument
Data analysis
Authors
conclusions
Reviewers
comments
Evidence

Canadian Oncology Nursing Journal
Qualitative (QARI) – semi-directed interviews.
To better understand the oncology nurse navigator (ONN) support function from the ONN’s own perspective

Article no:
Article title
Authors
Journal
Method
Phenomena of
interest
Participants
Setting

10
24/11/2015
Date of review
A mixed-method evaluation of nurse-led community-based supportive cancer care
Howell et al. (2008)
Supportive Care Cancer
Qualitative (QARI) – mixed. Quant – review of records, Qual – interviews
Evaluation of a nurse-led supportive care management program in the community

Oncology nurse navigators (10)
Hospital-based model
Canada, Quebec
Ages 32-53 , all female
Clear
Content analysis, mapped to a framework
Needs assessments are a prerequisite to intervention. All participants underscored the importance of the helping relation and
trusting relationship to clarify their support function.
Part 2 of a larger study (Part 1 also part of this review). Small number of participants. Compared to the patient perspective
(Part 1), ONNs perceive the main support they provide as information, versus patients who feel it is emotional.
Unequivocal / credible / unsupported
3
Level

Quant – Patients (700), Qual - Nurses (6), service providers (26)
Community-based model
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Geographical
Cultural
Logic of
argument
Data analysis
Authors
conclusions
Reviewers
comments
Evidence
Article no:
Article title
Authors
Journal
Method
Intervention A
Intervention B
Participants
Setting
Geographical
Cultural
Logic of
argument
Data analysis
Authors

Canada
Patients predominantly female, aged 50-69, with gastrointestinal cancer, at an advanced stage.
Clear
Quant – SPSS, qual – thematic
Nurse-led models of supportive care have the potential to reduce unmet supportive care needs, improve continuity of care, and
overall health-related quality of life that should be tested in future trials.
Small number of nurse participants. Based on Intervention Theory, model improves access to supportive care in the
community through direct specialised oncology nursing support, system navigation and mobilisation of resources.
Unequivocal / credible / unsupported
3
Level
11
22/11/2015
Date of review
How do nurse case managers care for older women with breast cancer?
Goodwin et al. (2005)
Oncology Nursing Forum
Quantitative (MAStARI) – randomised prospective trial
Control group (166) - standard care
Interventional group (159) - nurse case management
Women newly diagnosed with breast cancer
Hospital outpatient care, over 12 months
USA, South western Texas
Age 60-89 years, white (79%), African American (21%), Hispanic/other (8%)
Clear
Multiple regression models
Nurse case managers may play a role in helping older women with cancer achieve positive health outcomes.
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conclusions
Reviewers
comments
Evidence
Article no:
Article title
Authors
Journal
Method
Phenomena of
interest
Participants
Setting
Geographical
Cultural
Logic of
argument
Data analysis
Authors
conclusions
Reviewers
comments
Evidence
Article no:

Only three nurse case managers. Greater number of contacts at the beginning of trajectory. Uses the conceptual model of
Nurse Case management (Anderson, Raines & Goodwin, 1994).
Unequivocal / credible / unsupported
1d
Level
12
25/11/2015
Date of review
A breast navigator program: Barriers, enhancers, and nursing interventions
Korber et al. (2011)
Oncology Nursing Forum
Qualitative (QARI) – focus groups and telephone interviews
To identify barriers to and enhancers of completion of breast cancer treatment from the perspective of participants in a breast
health navigator program.
Women with breast cancer (14)
2 x not for profit hospital based navigator programmes
United States, Northeast state
Age 40-79. Caucasian (12), African American (1), Hispanic (1)
Clear
Thematic
Completion of breast cancer therapy and care can be improved by recognising the value the nurse navigator role brings to the
patient experience and enhancing that role.
Low response rate (<20%) to invitation to participate. Thorough explanation of the processes used and the limitations of the
study. The most common theme was the value of the education and information given by the navigator.
Unequivocal / credible / unsupported
3
Level
13

Date of review

26/11/2015

100

Article title
Authors
Journal
Method
Phenomena of
interest
Participants
Setting
Geographical
Cultural
Logic of
argument
Data analysis
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Contribution of the pivot nurse in oncology to the experience of receiving a diagnosis of cancer by the patient and their loved
ones
Leboeuf et al. (2014)
Canadian Oncology Nursing Journal
Qualitative (QARI) – interviews
The PNOs contribution to the experience of the cancer diagnosis announcement and the period immediately following (four to
six weeks) by the patient and their significant others.
Pivot nurses (14)
Hospital-based model
Canada, Montreal
All female, average age 37, 50% nursing > 10 years, acting as pivot nurses for between 6-60 months
Clear
Content analysis
PNOs offer personalised support which draws on their expertise to better understand the experience lived by patients and their
loved ones, and adapt their interventions according to their needs and the timing of these interventions.
Laid out in time periods from diagnosis. Notes enablers that support provision of interventions (e.g. room to meet families).
The relationship of trust with patients is crucial, each patient is unique and needs individualised care with tailored
interventions. This is supported by ongoing needs assessments and psychosocial support.
Unequivocal / credible / unsupported
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An exploration of the patient navigator role: perspectives of younger women with breast cancer
Pedersen et al. (2014)
Oncology Nursing Forum
Qualitative (QARI) – Face to face semi structured interviews
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To delineate the role of the oncology patient navigator from the perspective of younger women with cancer
Women with breast cancer, aged <50 years (12)
Regional outpatient cancer centre
Canada, Manitoba
Average age 43 (36-49)
Clear
Constant comparative method (concurrent with data collection)
Younger women with breast cancer require a care approach providing ongoing dialogue, teaching, and emotional support
from the point of diagnosis through treatment, including transitions of are within the oncology setting and back to their
primary care practitioner.
Thoroughly describes research process. Good discussion of limitations (such as small number of participants), and
implications for nursing. Participants emphasised two points: each patient should be assigned a navigator, and this should be
from diagnosis
Unequivocal / credible / unsupported
3
Level
15
Date of review
30/11/2015
Development of the Western Australia cancer nurse coordination service
Platt et al. (2008)
The Australian Journal of Cancer Nursing
Textual (NOTARI) – Expert opinion
Outlining the development and context that underpins the Western Australia Cancer Nurse Coordination Service.
Cancer nurse coordinators
Perspective of cancer nurse coordinators across a state.
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Western Australia
Not stated
Clear outline
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Intervention patterns of pivot nurses in oncology
Skrutkowski et al. (2011)
Canadian Oncology Nursing Journal
Quantitative (MAStARI) - Audit
Description of the variation and frequency of nursing interventions delivered by 12 PNOs at a health centre.
NA
Pivot Nurses in Oncology (PNOs) (12)
Hospital based model, 43906 interventions over a 3-year period
Canada, Quebec
Not stated
Clear and concise

NA
Key components of role: clinical expert, provider of psychosocial support, interventions and communication
Snapshot of how the CNC service in one state was developed, input from the CNCs themselves and their Director of Nursing.
Notes that support for CNCs and networking amongst themselves is crucial.
Unequivocal / credible / unsupported
5
Level

Audit of Medivisit tracking system
Coordination/continuity of care and the assessment of needs and symptoms were identified as the dominant practice domains
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of the PNO in the professional cancer navigator role.
Interventions grouped according to 10 categories based on the Omaha System, and role functions grouped under 4 categories.
Predominant intervention was continuity of care, and predominant role function was coordination.
Unequivocal / credible / unsupported
4c
Level
17
30/11/2015
Date of review
What is important in cancer care coordination? A qualitative investigation
Walsh et al. (2010)
European Journal of Cancer Care
Qualitative (QARI) – interviews (telephone or face-to-face), and focus groups
Identification of key components of cancer care coordination, by key stakeholders
Patients (20), carers (4), clinicians (29)
Hospital based OPD model
Australia
Not stated
Clear
Thematic
7 key components were identified, which were covered under three themes:
Organisation, information, and relationships.
Highlights need for a key contact, for both the patients, but also identifiable to other health professionals. Discussion around
needs assessments. Acknowledges limitations.
Unequivocal / credible / unsupported
3
Level
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